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OUT WARREN’S WAY

A SIGNIFICANT

TEST

Giant Eagle is testing a frozen layout with far-reaching implications.

G

iant Eagle will soon be testing a significant merchandising concept and layout
that may do more for frozen foods
than anything I’ve seen in years.
Denise Leathers’ excellent cover
story notes that Giant Eagle is creating a “healthy aisle” at the start of
the frozen department. Leading it
off, under “Fresh Frozen Produce”
signage, will
be frozen
fruits and
vegetables.
Next, six
to 12 doors
of natural
and organic
items, organized by day
part, and then a couple of doors of
gluten-free frozen. When you add
in a selection of frozen vegetarian
items, you’ve got a destination set
of 30 to 35 doors of better-for-you
frozens.
Some might shrug this off as
nothing new, but there are subtleties here with far-reaching implications. And the timing — considering
today’s boom in fresh produce and
better-for-you foods — is perfect.
So let’s start with that “Fresh
Frozen Produce” signage. It is still
all-too-rare to see the words “fresh”
and “frozen” juxtaposed like that.
It imparts an important message to
the consumer: frozen can be fresh.
That point was underscored for
years by the 5-A-Day for Better
Health Program, urging people
to eat five servings of fruits and
veggies daily. Yes, the program put
most of its efforts against fresh produce, but eventually word got out
to a critical mass of shoppers that
frozen veggies are indeed “fresher”
than fresh.
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With that level of acceptance
already there, it makes perfect sense
to put fresh frozen produce first in
line, to draw shoppers down the
aisle. Hopefully, the halo effect of
the segment can slowly spread to the
rest of the frozen food department.
That will depend, of course, on
whether manufacturers produce
the truly healthy frozen foods that
meet what consumers want. Or,
more precisely, whether retailers
will choose to stock them. There
are plenty of good, healthy frozens
being marketed, most often by
small- and mid-size manufacturers.
But there’s also plenty of slotting
and street money from the big boys
who still dominate the shelves. The
flawed financial model of today’s
food retailing remains one of the
industry’s biggest problems. It’s our
very own Citizens United.
But I digress, perhaps dangerously, for some of you. Let me get
back on point.
Few would disagree that consumer demand for healthier foods
is stronger today than it has been
in generations. “Better-for-you” has
gone mainstream — witness the
growth of organics in Walmart of
all places. Not long ago, there was
need for a segregated section for
“healthy” foods in what many called
“the organic ghetto.” That’s pretty
well gone now, with healthy items in
regular sets for the most part.

REGAINING SHOPPERS
But frozen foods still carry the stigma of “unhealthy.” Yes, we’ve done
it to ourselves over the years with
freezer burn from inadequate cases
and slow product rotation, too
much processing, BOGOs and the
race to the bottom. So we need to
get distrustful shoppers down the
aisle again. We’ve got better freezer
cases, arguably better rotation, and
better foods now at least available
from manufacturers. And for my
money, Giant Eagle has it right

.
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COOL INSIGHTS

DRIVING

GROWTH
In the final article of a five-part
series, Todd Hale discusses health
and wellness opportunities.
BY TODD HALE

W

hy should we care about
health and wellness?
Because, at a time when
growth is still challenging in many
departments and categories, many
products with wellness claims are
significantly outpacing overall retail
growth. Nielsen Wellness Track is
an enhanced capability to measure
the volumetric impact of wellness
claims found on all sides of packages, excluding nutritional facts.
Here are some top-line facts illustrating which claims are grabbing
the attention of U.S. shoppers.
Take a look at the top five wellness
claims driving the biggest growth on
either a long- (CAGR) or short-term
(latest 52 weeks) basis. Corn-free and
grain-free wellness claims trade top
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positions on the lists of long- and
short-term drivers of growth, with
the majority of those products in pet
food. Low glycemic, ancient grains
and gluten-free round out the list
of the five fastest-growing wellness
claims on a long-term basis.
Ancient grains, low glycemic
and stevia claims round out
the list of the fastest growing
claims over the latest 52 weeks.
Fifteen of 53 wellness claims
tracked by Nielsen posted longterm growth rates in excess of
10%, and only seven of 53 registered declines in sales. Those
are incredible growth rates, and
I can’t think of a better way to
demonstrate the opportunity
around health and wellness in our
industry.

NOT ALL CONSUMERS
ARE ALIKE
NMI (www.NMIsolutions.com),
Harleysville, Pa., leaders in research
and consulting services related to
health, wellness, sustainability and
healthy aging, developed a consumer
segmentation scheme around health
and wellness. At the extremes of the
scheme are the WELL BEINGS (the

most health proactive consumers,
market leaders and influencers, most
engaged in sustainability) and the
EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRYS (the
least health active consumers, more
focused on taste, and younger).
Nielsen Homescan and NMI
have combined
efforts to demonstrate differences
in the retail shopping and category
buying behaviors
across NMI’s five
health and wellness segments. In
Todd Hale
terms of annual
spending, the
WELL BEINGS are bigger spenders
in categories with stronger health
perceptions than the EAT, DRINK
AND BE MERRYS. Within the dairy
department, the WELL BEINGS
are bigger spenders, while spending
levels for the other four segments are
not far from the average spending
rate. Within the frozen food department, annual spending rates are very
similar across all five segments. This
suggests opportunities for retailers to
leverage both departments to attract

spending from a diverse set of health-engaged shoppers.
When you dig into specific frozen and refrigerated categories at the extremes of the scheme, some interesting
differences appear. The WELL BEINGS are big spenders
on butter, eggs, snacks/dips/dairy, yogurt, refrigerated
juices and drinks, frozen desserts, fruits and toppings,
and frozen unprepared meat and seafood. The EAT,
DRINK AND BE MERRYS have slightly above average
spending in dairy puddings and desserts, frozen pizza
and snacks, and frozen breakfast foods. How can retailers
create cross-merchandising efforts between other highindexing categories important to these two groups?

DRIVING THE GROWTH WAVE
As I think back to the low-carb diet craze, a health and
wellness movement that shook-up many categories across
the store, I was surprised how many companies sat back
and watched it impact their sales (both positively and
negatively) without taking any action. Today, though, I
am very impressed with some of the actions companies
are taking to drive the health and wellness growth wave.
Some examples of companies taking charge of their
growth opportunities with products focused against
health and wellness trends include Kroger’s very successful Simple Truth and Simple Truth Organics (“a full
line of honest, easy to understand and affordable” private
brands) and Nestlé’s gluten-free, no-preservative line of

FR BUYER WINS
TWO AWARDS

Frozen & Refrigerated Buyer editor
Denise Leathers and art director
Janet Matz have won awards for editorial excellence
in regional
competition
of the American Society of
Business Press
Editors.
Leathers won
in the “Feature
Article — GenDenise Leathers
eral Interest”
category for
her cover story
last July, “The
Price Is Right.
(Right?).” In it,
she set forth
ways retailers
can profit more
by using specific tactics and
Janet Matz

Lean Cuisine Marketplace frozen entrees. Another good
example: Kraft’s launch of P3 portable protein packs. Its
web site features the claim “Before there were powders,
bars and goos, there was meat, cheese and nuts.” Another
new launch around protein: Nestlé’s Stouffer’s Fit Kitchen, a line of high-protein frozen entrees.

THE TAKEAWAY
Winning or driving growth in dynamic times requires
companies to look for opportunities to win with consumer trends that have current and future staying
power. Health and wellness is a trend that is delivering
exceptional growth today. And with an aging population
looking to lead healthier lifestyles as it ages, along with a
Millennial population that’s behind many of the betterfor-you trends, it will continue to offer growth opportunities tomorrow, too! Q
— Retail insights thought leader Todd Hale is the former
senior vp of consumer and shopper insights at Nielsen and
now serves as principal at Cincinnati-based Todd Hale, LLC.
A popular conference presenter, he also speaks at large and
small company events — everything from board meetings
to sales meetings to planning sessions. Todd’s discussions
include the latest consumer and retail trends with insights
on how manufacturers and retailers can enhance both nearand long-term market performance. He can be reached at
todd@toddhalellc.com.

Attaining a 4.0 GPA, Michelle
graduated with a bachelor’s degree
in business administration from
Winthrop University, Rock Hill,
S.C., with a concentration in entrepreneurship. She had taken a
12-year hiatus from school to gain
business experience and start her
family. This, plus her academic
excellence, led to her receiving the
Post-Traditional Student Scholar,
College of Business Administration’s
Excellence, Leadership and Service
Award. Michelle was also the Entrepreneurship Business Plan Winner.
Her professional experience includes 10 years in education, relaMichelle Jones-Silva has joined Frotionship management,
zen & Refrigerated Buyer as
customer service, small
sales manager, reporting to
business growth and
Paul Chapa, co-founder and
non-profit management.
sales director.
She lives in Rock Hill
Most recently, she manwith her husband, Jorge
aged media/communicaSilva, Southeast sales
tions, marketing, and nondirector at Michael Anprofit administration for a
gelo Gourmet Foods, and
financial advisory group in
their three sons. Q
Charlotte, N.C.
Michelle Jones-Silva
strategies in their pricing.
Matz won in the “Front Cover —
Illustration” category for her art and
design of the “State of the Industry”
cover on last October’s issue. The
cover illustration, drawn by Matz,
was inspired by a New Yorker cartoon
depicting New York City with Middle
Eastern names for its neighborhoods.
Leathers and Matz will be among
those honored at an event this month
in Boston. Q

JONES-SILVA
JOINS FR BUYER
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NEW PRODUCTS

Cheese and Veggie Dip
Alouette Cheese USA (www.
ĂůŽƵĞƩĞĐŚĞĞƐĞ͘ĐŽŵ),
New Holland, Pa., introduces Le Bon Dip, a line
of creamy cheese and
chunky vegetable dips
made with Greek yogurt. Available varieties
include Zesty Garden
Salsa; Basil, Zucchini &
Parmesan; Fire Roasted Vegetables and Roasted Red Pepper
& Chickpea, each with 50 calories or less per serving. SRP
is $4.49 for 9 ounces, and a case includes six packages.
Alouette also rolls out a collection of single-serve spreadable cheeses under the Le Petite Fromage brand. Flavors
include Garlic & Herb, Cucumber & Dill, Parmesan & Basil,
and Garden Salsa. Each 4.7-ounce package contains eight
individually wrapped, 40-calorie portions. SRP is $3.99, and
containers are packed eight to a case.
Organic Dressings
Oak Brook, Ill.-based Bay Valley
Foods (ǁǁǁ͘ďĂǇǀĂůůĞǇĨŽŽĚƐ͘ĐŽŵ)
debuts a line of certified organic salad dressings under its Naturally Fresh
brand. Free of artificial colors, flavors
and preservatives, the refrigerated
dressings come in five flavors: Chunky
Bleu Cheese, Buttermilk Ranch,
Creamy Dijon Caesar, Sweet Ginger
Miso and Balsamic Vinaigrette. Offered in 12-ounce jars packed six to a
case, they carry a $4.49 SRP.
Flavored Snack Cheeses
Farmer-owned Grantsburg, Wis.-based Burnett Dairy Cooperative (www.burnettdairy.com) introduces a variety of
new snack cheeses in on-trend flavors. Spaghetti-shaped
natural mozzarella String Whips
come in Creamy Original and
Homestyle Ranch flavors while
cracker-sized Artisan Cuts are
available in Bacon & Onion Colby,
Roasted Garlic Monterey Jack,
Rosemary Herb Cheddar, Italian
Sun-Dried Tomato Monterey Jack,
Aged Cheddar, Colby and Fancy
Jack. String Whips are offered in
resealable 8-ounce bags while
Artisan Cuts come in 6-ounce
resealable bags. Both carry a $3.99
SRP. Burnett Dairy also adds three varieties to its String
Cheese lineup: Zesty Teriyaki, Pepperoni Pizza and Hot
Pepper Beef. Each 10-ounce bag includes 12 individually
wrapped pieces. SRP is $4.99. All three new snack options
are packed 12 to a case.
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Frozen Cranberry Blends
Family-owned Cape Cod
Select (ǁǁǁ͘ĐĂƉĞĐŽĚƐĞůĞĐƚ͘
ĐŽŵ), Carver, Mass., adds
two new combinations to its
line of all-natural, Non GMO
Project-verified, fresh frozen
cranberry blends. Offered
under the Cranberries Plus
sub-brand, the new varieties
include Blueberries, Blackberries & Raspberries and Pineapple, Mango & Bananas. Made with larger cranberries than
many competing products, according to the company, the
pre-washed, recipe-ready blends can be used for baking, as a topping or in smoothies. Packed eight to a case,
they’re offered in resealable, 16-ounce, stand-up pouches
expected to retail for between $4.49 and $4.99 apiece.
Fresh Meals
Houston-based Perfect Fit
Meals (ǁǁǁ͘ƉĞƌĨĞĐƞŝƚŵĞĂůƐ͘
ĐŽŵ) expands its line of chilled,
ready-to-eat, single-serve meals
with a 12th variety: Herb Crusted
Chicken. Stuffed with provolone-bacon sauce and served with
rosemary roasted potatoes and
haricot verts, the hand-crafted,
microwave-ready entrée boasts
a 29-day shelf life, thanks to
high pressure pasteurization
technology. Like the rest of the
Perfect Fit lineup, the refrigerated, never-frozen newcomer is dietician-designed with
lower sodium and sugar. Free of added preservatives and
chemicals, it’s offered in BPA-free, transparent packaging
so consumers can see exactly what they’re buying. Plus,
macronutrients are clearly displayed on the front panel.
SRP is $6.99 per meal and meals are packed four to a case.
Deviled Egg Kits
Prime Foods (www.
ƉƌŝŵĞĨŽŽĚƐ͘ƵƐ), Boonville, Ind., rolls out a
collection of gourmet
deviled egg kits that
contain everything
consumers need to make
24 home-style deviled
eggs. Offered under the
Kramer Farms brand, the
easy-to-use refrigerated
kits come in four flavors: Classic, Bacon Jalapeno, Sriracha
and Barbecue. Each 20.28-ounce package includes peeled,
hard-cooked egg white halves, a spouted pouch full of filling and a decorative tip. Shelf life is 70 days. SRP is $9.99 to
$11.99, and kits are packed six to a case.

Bring the world
to your freezer case.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Chicken Dips
Willow Tree Poultry Farm (www.
ǁŝůůŽǁƚƌĞĞĨĂƌŵ͘
ĐŽŵ), Attleboro, Mass.,
launches a trio of
premium white meat
chicken dips. Made
with a higher percentage
of freshly cooked white meat chicken than many similar
products, the dips come in three on-trend flavors: Buffalo Chicken, Chicken Bacon Ranch and Chicken Caesar.
Offered in 12-ounce containers packed six to a case, they
can be served hot or cold. SRP is $6.99 to $8.99. Five and
10-pound bulk packages are also available.
Raw Kraut
GLK Foods (ǁǁǁ͘ŐůŬĨŽŽĚƐ͘ĐŽŵ), Appleton, Wis., introduces raw, natural kraut free of fat, cholesterol, gluten,
GMOs and preservatives. Offered under the Saverne
brand, the lactofermented, naturally
probiotic kraut comes in
five ready-to-eat flavors:
Dill & Garlic, Bavarian, Sriracha, Curry and
Curtido. Served hot or
cold, it can be used as
a topping, side dish or
recipe ingredient. All five
varieties are packaged
in resealable, standup, gusseted pouches
featuring a fermentation
release valve that allows ingredients to ferment naturally.
Refrigerated shelf life is nine months. SRP is $3.99 for a
16-ounce bag packed six to a case.
All-Natural Cookie Dough
Soozie’s Doozies (www.sooziesdoozies.com), Union, Mo.,
introduces all-natural refrigerated cookie dough in standup pouches featuring a clear window so consumers can
see what’s inside. Billed as an industry first, the non-GMO
dough comes in four varieties: Chocolate Chip, Oatmeal
Raisin, Sugar and Double Chocolate. Each resealable
16-ounce pouch contains 20 pre-formed,
ready-to-bake cookie
dough pieces. SRP is
$4.99, and each case
contains 12 pouches.
The dough is also
available in transparent
16-ounce tubs designed
for sale in in-store bakeries. SRP is $5.99 and
tubs are packed eight
to a case.
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Flavored Slices
Anderson International Foods (ǁǁǁ͘ƐŝŶĐĞƌĞůǇďƌŝŐŝƩĞ͘
ĐŽŵ), Jersey City, N.J., debuts artisan Wisconsin cheese
slices under the Sincerely, Brigitte label. Made with rBSTfree milk, the gluten-free, certified kosher slices come in
four “adventurous”
flavors:
Monterey
Jack with
Olives &
Sun Dried
Tomatoes,
Monterey
Jack with
Roasted
Garlic & Basil, Monterey Jack with Wasabi, and Blue Marbled Cheddar. Expected to retail for $5.99 to $6.99 for 6
ounces, the flavored slices are packed 12 to a case.
Breakfast Blends
Schwenksville, Pa.-based Creative Grains by Don’s Food
Products (ǁǁǁ͘ŵĞůĂŶŝĞƐŵĞĚůĞǇƐ͘ĐŽŵ) launches a line
of healthy, single-serve, refrigerated breakfasts made in
small batches with
whole ancient
grains, fresh
fruits, nuts and
natural flavorings
and seasoning.
Offered under
the Melanie’s
Medleys label, the
ready-to-heat or
-eat blends come
in four varieties:
Fruit and Almond, Chocolate
Coconut Almond, Caramel Apple Pecan, and Cinnamon
Walnut. Each 6-ounce package is expected to retail for
$4.99 to $5.99.
All-Natural Hummus
Fountain of Health (www.
ĨŽƵŶƚĂŝŶŽĬĞĂůƚŚ͘ƵƐ),
St-Laurent, Quebec,
expands its line of allnatural, preservative-free
“hummus cocktails” drizzled with extra virgin olive
oil and other toppings. Offered under the Humm! label, the
new additions include Roasted Beets,
Sesame-Ginger and Roasted Sweet Pepper and Caraway.
Made with natural ingredients and never pasteurized, the
hummus cocktails are offered in 9-ounce tubs featuring a
clear window so consumers can clearly see the product.
SRP is $3.99 and tubs are packed 12 to a case.

THE ART OF MERCHANDISING
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NEW PRODUCTS

Pretzel Pockets
Auntie Anne’s
(www.auntieannes.
com), Lancaster, Pa.,
introduces Pretzel
Pocket sandwiches
in three flavors:
Cheese & Pepperoni, Five Cheese
and Ham & Cheese.
Made with the
same dough recipe
that made Auntie
Anne’s famous, the dual-ovenable, individually wrapped
sandwiches are packed two to the 10.8-ounce box. Suggested retail price is $3.99.
‘Clean & Simple’ and ‘Organic’
Blount Fine Foods (www.blountfinefoods.com), Fall River,
Mass., launches a line of soups, sides and meals under the
Clean & Simple label. All use
“clean” ingredients without unnecessary additives,
preservatives and flavorings.
Items include ABF Chicken
Noodle Soup and GlutenFree New England Clam
Chowder. Soups come in
12- and 16-ounce cups and
sides/meals are in 12-ounce
bowls. All are microwaveable and will be sold in the refrigerated deli case. Also, Blount is now offering a redesigned
line of organic soups with no
artificial ingredients. Available in 16-ounce microwaveable refrigerated retail cups,
they are certified organic
and verified non-GMO. The
Organic line comes in Tomato
Bisque, Ancient Grain Minestrone, Lentil & Chick Pea
Soup, Vegetarian Chili and
Savory Harvest Bisque.
Single-Serve Quiches
Union City, Calif.-based La Terra Fina (www.laterrafina.
com) expands its line of ready-to-heat quiches with a trio
of single-serve options.
Made with egg whites
and free of artificial
colors and flavors, the
dual-ovenable 6-ounce
pies come in three
flavors: Classic Lorraine,
Spinach & Artichoke
Florentine and Cheesy
Cheddar & Broccoli. Each offers 14 to
19 grams of protein and
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30% of the recommended daily allowance of iron. Offered
in cases of eight, the quiches carry a $4.49 SRP. La Terra
Fina also introduces three varieties of gluten-free organic
hummus with Omega-3 from organic flaxseed oil (Original,
Roasted Garlic and Roasted Red Pepper) and three varieties
of gluten-free organic ranch dip made with Greek yogurt
(Classic, Chipotle and Cracked Black Pepper). All six come
in 10-ounce containers with windowed tops packed six to a
case. SRP is $4.99 to $5.99.
Pizza Hummus Singles
Sabra Dipping Co. (www.sabra.com), White Plains, N.Y., adds
a third variety, Pizza, to its line of single-serve hummus
multi-packs, now offered in six- rather than four-count
packages. Not yet
available in any
other size, the
gluten-free,
kid-friendly
flavor contains
0 grams of
trans fat and
cholesterol.
Each 12-ounce
box includes six
2-ounce singles. SRP is $4.99.
Bacon Cheddar Cheese
Lake Mills, Wis.-based Crystal Farms (www.crystalfarms
cheese.com) rolls out processed Bacon Cheddar cheese
food slices and chunks made with mild, creamy white
cheddar and
real bacon.
Slices come
in resealable 6-ounce,
10-count packages and typically retail for $3.49 to $3.99. Easy-to-melt chunks are also
offered in 6-ounce packages. SRP is $2.99 to $3.49. Both
come in cases of 12.
Buffalo Style Chicken Dip
Duke Food Productions (www.dukefp.com), Easley, S.C.,
debuts a collection of Buffalo Style Chicken Dips under the
Wild Willie’s brand (from Duck Commander Family Foods).
The low-cal, high-protein dip comes in three flavors: Sweet
& Spicy, Ranch
and Blue Cheese.
Designed for dipping or spreading,
the product can
be served hot or
cold and boasts
a 100-day shelf
life. Packed six
to a case, the
12-ounce dips
carry a $4.99 SRP.

SAN BERNARDO ‘ESCAPES’
San Bernardo Ice Cream (www.SanBernardoIceCream.
com), Miramar, Fla., introduces “Tropical Escapes” and
“Italian Escapes” pint ice
creams. This marks the retail
debut for the company’s ice
creams, which have been
served on more than 75% of
cruise ships around the world
for more than a decade. Flavors
are: New York Style Cheesecake,
Italian Cheesecake with Raspberry
Swirl, Tiramisu, Spumoni, Gianduja,
Cannoli, Biscotti, Amaretto Praline
Pecan, Loco 4 Coco (Coconut),
PinaCoolada (coconut/pineapple), Cactus Perfection (red
cactus pear), Mango Fiesta,
Peanutty Paradise, Guanabanahhh (guanabanana/soursop),
Guava Have It, Guava Have It with
Cheese, Mamey and Ginger. Suggested retail is $3.29 to $3.49 per
pint; flavors are also available in
bulk for foodservice.

HUMANELY RAISED

◆

100% VEGETARIAN FED

◆

FROZEN COOKIE
DOUGH
Jen & Joe’s Cookie
Dough (jenandjoes.
com), Los Angeles,
debuts gourmet homestyle dough frozen into
individual cookies. The
nine ingredients are
listed on the package
front: unbleached flour, cane sugar,
brown cane sugar, dark chocolate, butter,
whole eggs, vanilla extract, salt and baking soda.
Available in Snickerdoodle, Chocolate
Chunk, Oatmeal
Toffee, Chocolate
Spices, Lemon Drop
and White Chocolate
Wasabi, there are 12
individually frozen
cookie dough balls
per 12-ounce box,
and six boxes to the
case. SRP is $5.99.

®

◆

CERTIFIED GLUTEN FREE

◆

RAISED WITHOUT ANTIBIOTICS

New from the Fastest Growing Brand of Natural Frozen Entrées*

Introducing Saffron Road’s
Nueva Cocina Mexicana
Please contact us at sales@saffronroadfood.com or 877.425.2587
Based on National SPINSscan Conventional Report (powered by IRI) 24 weeks ending 3/22/15 for brands doing over $1 million in sales

*
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FASTEST
FROZEN
BY PETER PENGUIN
During the 12 weeks ended
May 17, sales of frozen foods
in supermarkets, drugstores,
mass merchants, military
commissaries and select club
and dollar stores combined
totaled $12.28 billion, a 0.9% increase
compared with the same period a year ago,
reports Chicago-based market research
firm IRI (@IRIworldwide). However, units
fell 2.9% to 3.45 billion and volume slid
2.0% to 5.26 billion. Percentage of volume
sold with merchandising support tumbled
1.7 points to 35.1%.
For the 52 weeks ended May 17, frozen
dollars rose 1.3% to $53.0 billion, but unit
sales were down 2.1% to 15.08 billion.
Volume declined 1.2% to 23.57 billion and
volume sold with merchandising support
dropped 1.6 points to 35.0%.
Our chart shows the fastest-growing
frozen department subcategories,
including the leading manufacturers,
for the 12 weeks ended May 17. Only
subcategories with at least $250,000
in sales during the period are listed.
Manufacturers with less than $50,000 in
sales are not included.

F A C T O I D S

-10.7%

Dollar loss by frozen yogurt/
tofu (to $68,866,976), the largest
frozen subcategory to register
a double-digit loss. Despite the
downturn, a handful of top-10
brands continue to grow, including Nos. 2 and 3, Kemps and So
Delicious. And watch out for No.
6 Dannon Oikos (+60.5%)!

$10,775,916
Dollar sales racked up by
Kellogg’s Eggo in the frozen
breakfast handheld subcategory,
most by a frozen product in
distribution less than a year.
Its strong performance out
of the gate combined with El
Monterey’s 115.3% gain helped
grow the segment 4.4%.
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COOKIE DOUGH
Nestlé USA
Gregory’s Foods
Private Label
Signature Foods
Trudeau Distributing Co.
600 Lb. Gorillas
Ruby Snap

$5,699,191
$4,146,141
$488,907
$342,317
$329,048
$93,216
$87,506
$79,888

361.5
*
(14.2)
31.5
188.4
26.9
14.4
40.9

1,339,517 681.7
1,122,122
*
53,225 (31.0)
24,681
47.9
73,006 200.8
17,881
17.4
19,629 26.2
10,328 28.0

PIZZA KITS/TOPPINGS
Nestlé USA

$882,566
$882,566

38.2
38.2

143,640
143,640

$90,648,240
$14,590,589
$14,445,334
$13,244,254
$9,615,404
$6,776,342
$3,787,230
$3,735,678
$2,292,960
$1,822,563
$1,657,975

25.0
81.5
8.0
43.7
(6.9)
58.7
83.6
(5.7)
37.1
2.6
(29.7)

35,909,784
5,604,855
8,521,657
6,585,933
1,859,809
3,131,230
1,255,276
1,224,820
659,651
454,468
482,969

$1,339,077
$331,816
$178,346
$86,806
$78,338
$75,558
$59,999
$54,062
$50,547

19.2
211.8
(9.1)
(9.5)
15.8
(10.5)
10.3
42.5
(4.8)

500,390
128,933
80,865
44,605
43,901
36,253
15,893
12,981
9,138

16.5
257.9
(16.7)
(9.4)
26.5
(9.3)
7.6
37.3
(21.2)

496,210
137,626
80,865
38,558
27,438
36,253
15,893
9,875
13,518

14.1
189.6
(16.7)
(9.6)
26.5
(9.3)
7.6
26.2
(14.7)

$746,431
$391,309
$156,664
$114,863

15.0
(8.5)
*
(6.1)

200,450
48,971
80,364
57,056

44.6
(8.7)
*
(14.0)

90,370
14,079
40,182
17,553

66.4
(8.7)
*
(9.3)

SIDE DISHES
Nestlé USA
Birds Eye Foods
General Mills
Heinz
Private Label
ConAgra
Ore-Ida
InnovAsian Cuisine
Old Fashioned Kitchen
Classic Cooking
GNOCCHI
Private Label
Mama Rosie’s
Seviroli
Savignano Foods
Lucy’s Foods
Scaramuzza’s
Perfect Pasta
Sicilian Chef
COOKIES
The French Patisserie
Starbucks Coffee Co.
Private Label
ONION RINGS
ConAgra
Alexia Foods
Private Label
Rich Products Corp.
Ore-Ida
Signature Foods
Fresh Frozen Foods
McCain Foods
Discount Sales
Great American Appetizers

$16,116,939
14.0
$4,725,246 106.5
$3,792,715
0.1
$3,460,905
(6.7)
$1,569,621
(7.2)
$1,546,567 (11.9)
$371,445
27.0
$166,265 (24.4)
$129,717
46.8
$112,535
22.3
$106,081 2,631.8

56.5
56.5

1,794,338 274.0
1,262,387
*
175,353 (30.9)
147,519
18.5
127,761 200.8
22,790
17.7
17,765
4.7
9,683 28.0
224,935
224,935

56.9
56.9

25.9 29,006,850 22.1
72.4
4,502,106 82.3
10.5
5,742,091
8.9
43.7
4,649,439 22.3
0.5
1,602,674 (2.8)
44.9
2,324,126 33.2
231.0
1,228,511 314.6
(4.8)
1,837,230 (4.8)
20.1
742,107
20.1
(7.8)
337,654 (5.2)
(34.5)
215,397 (34.4)

5,042,895
16.9
1,741,205 110.9
1,056,935
(3.4)
1,441,855
(5.3)
87,513
(7.1)
479,786 (12.1)
82,128 30.8
50,112 (27.6)
28,763
99.3
21,035
19.7
13,626 2,703.7

5,932,427 10.9
1,631,604 97.6
956,714 (2.6)
1,535,771 (6.0)
875,132
(7.1)
530,081 (12.1)
164,257 30.8
62,639 (27.6)
49,433
40.1
46,213 23.9
34,065 2,703.7

TURKEY/TURKEY SUBSTITUTE $329,783,552
Jennie-O Turkey Store
$129,660,688
Cargill Meat Solutions
$61,297,928
Private Label
$56,713,720
Butterball
$36,464,128
Perdue Farms
$11,917,600
Foster Farms
$10,959,975
Plainville Farms
$6,294,535
Harvestland
$4,791,247
Eaves Packing Co.
$1,859,363
Royal Sausage Co.
$1,571,019

10.9
8.4
6.2
16.2
29.6
(4.0)
2.7
35.3
6.6
129.5
(38.1)

63,912,672
24,194,072
12,470,219
10,842,436
6,698,786
2,939,671
1,979,911
1,304,443
1,038,439
203,015
321,519

ICE POP NOVELTIES
The Jel Sert Co.
Alamance Foods
Private Label
Big Easy Blends

9.1
5.5
(0.7)
25.0
284.1

16,786,358
7.1 67,460,488
7.2
6,065,630
(1.2) 22,350,564
7.0
4,261,245
(1.7) 25,988,540
(2.1)
2,325,293
26.7 12,566,817
33.1
1,767,646 270.0
883,823 270.0

$34,454,080
$13,617,469
$10,260,786
$5,670,370
$1,728,212

7.7 94,007,968
7.3
5.8 37,414,448
5.1
0.7 17,409,668
0.7
17.1
14,911,483
14.2
24.9
11,671,899 29.8
(1.7)
3,324,141 (3.9)
(1.2)
2,775,955
1.8
35.5
1,304,443 35.5
6.8
1,137,143
6.8
111.0
473,231 146.0
(42.1)
622,817 (41.2)

25%

Percentage of respondents to
a petMD survey who admit
they’ve tasted their dog or
cat’s food.

92.7%

Dollar gain by private label
frozen soup, highest by a store
brand frozen product with at
least $500,000 in sales. But even
when combined with strong
sales by newcomer Campbell’s
Reserve, it wasn’t enough to offset losses by the top two brands,
Bertolli and Tabatchnick.

-3.1%

Dollar loss by fresh baked
bread/rolls/biscuits (to
$168,884,352), despite a 6.1%
gain by top seller New York.
The rest of the top five saw
their sales tumble. Two bright
spots in the second five: No. 8
Furlani (+1.4%) and No. 10 Joseph
Campione (+4.4%).

1

Number of World Series MVPs
who played for the losing team.
Although the upstart Pittsburgh
Pirates took the 1960 series,
New York Yankee slugger Bobby
Richardson was named MVP
after batting .367, driving in
12 runs and hitting a grand slam.

1

Number of top 10 frozen subcategories that saw unit sales
expand during the most recent
12 weeks (although six posted
dollar gains). The lone unit
gainer: frozen shrimp (+5.7%).

1,100

Approximate number of visitors
to the emergency room each
year who injure their eye
with a toothbrush.

Latin Specialties
Mercado Latino of L.A.
Kisko Products
Tampico Beverages
Dunkin Brands
Fun Treats

$807,102
$538,426
$489,372
$287,958
$227,233
$210,239

(22.0)
65.0
54.5
0.2
(23.0)
4.6

$4,069,919
$3,347,804
$339,710
$78,016
$60,878
$60,749

7.8
7.0
39.4
(42.5)
(13.2)
*

1,101,235
905,174
113,738
12,113
15,168
13,096

FRUIT
Private Label
Dole
Jasper Wyman & Son
Trailblazer
World Variety Produce
Goya Foods
Earthbound Farm
New World Farms
Welch Foods
Small Planet Foods

$265,293,088
$168,019,520
$41,523,480
$12,291,695
$8,758,958
$3,744,606
$3,555,237
$3,457,775
$3,048,776
$3,029,457
$1,825,534

6.8
5.6
7.0
17.3
3.2
2.3
8.8
88.8
(22.7)
18.2
4.9

54,517,152
35,957,424
7,657,751
1,832,843
1,003,422
383,456
1,382,019
608,266
511,386
712,218
407,823

0.8 82,090,480
3.8
0.5 49,975,788
4.1
2.6
14,534,115
1.8
(3.9) 3,646,506
14.1
(1.9)
3,010,267
(1.9)
(6.2)
1,917,280 (6.2)
7.1
1,230,932
8.3
61.4
505,008
81.7
(22.1)
1,022,773 (25.6)
11.9
645,231 20.8
(11.2)
333,750
27.3

SQUASH/ZUCCHINI
Private Label
Birds Eye Foods
Earthbound Farm
Pictsweet
Fresh Frozen Foods
Stahlbush Island Farms
Small Planet Foods
Potandon Produce
Seabrook Foods

$4,610,060
$2,139,558
$1,052,520
$365,898
$314,077
$272,024
$95,621
$89,694
$60,714
$50,984

6.6
27.5
(7.4)
(6.3)
(6.4)
(13.8)
39.2
(44.4)
*
(0.0)

2,485,435
1,344,703
524,766
125,547
203,120
102,981
37,645
30,664
20,679
24,442

3.5
15.1
(6.9)
(8.5)
(7.4)
(16.3)
35.8
(47.0)
*
(8.8)

2,363,413
6.2
1,290,923 22.3
410,283
(7.1)
78,467 (8.5)
224,394 (4.0)
204,489 (16.7)
23,528 35.8
19,165 (47.0)
15,509
*
28,615
(7.1)

CHEESECAKES
Private Label
Hillshire Brands
The Cheesecake Factory Bakery
Schwan’s
Lawler Foods
Panarama
Rich Products Corp.
Maddalena’s Cheesecake Co.

$31,206,520
$9,345,409
$8,119,509
$5,324,248
$3,619,066
$2,724,165
$939,924
$745,537
$59,987

6.2
15.4
(10.7)
24.5
142.5
(14.5)
7.6
(24.4)
92.5

4,387,106
1,054,210
1,397,915
357,162
812,927
226,125
372,557
94,490
3,292

4.4
20.2
(8.1)
28.8
98.4
(27.5)
(8.6)
(28.3)
84.9

6,645,207
4.6
2,228,954
7.3
1,859,143
(8.1)
879,908
11.6
799,358 169.6
540,754 (16.1)
162,724 (4.6)
119,557 (27.8)
6,546 83.8

OTHER VEGETABLE/FRUIT JUICE $1,648,662
Old Orchard Brands
$774,875
Dole Packaged Foods
$695,017
Private Label
$134,494

5.7
5.4
8.6
13.2

969,611
499,912
369,142
75,174

6.4
2.0
8.9
13.6

5.6 74,332,608
5.1 68,759,920
(17.5)
1,334,435
30.1
675,107
19.3
598,614
*
549,585
(2.9)
315,192
(24.0)
339,642
(13.4)
1,259,671
23.5
189,656
347.8
90,297

(4.2)
(4.9)
(18.6)
35.1
21.8
*
17.6
(26.5)
(15.5)
53.5
332.8

DIPS
Heinz
Private Label
Phillips Foods
Gold Star Chili Co.
Mrs. Grissom’s Salads

POT PIES
ConAgra
Nestlé USA
Blake’s Turkey Farm
Boston Market Corp.
Heinz
Willow Tree Poultry Farm
Amy’s Kitchen
Pinnacle Foods Group
Private Label
Boomerang’s Foods
TORTILLAS
Food for Life Baking Co.

$128,387,120
$112,595,768
$3,798,652
$2,571,778
$1,603,114
$1,490,139
$1,352,325
$1,227,503
$1,216,496
$667,218
$563,310
$626,723
$479,943

5.1
5.6

930,091 (28.0)
239,675
49.5
164,826
11.5
257,199 (9.6)
93,309 (17.9)
172,049
1.6

177,117
133,892

6.8
6.5
33.1
(46.2)
(14.6)
*

4.5
6.7

2,032,728 (22.3)
1,143,694 59.9
665,899 36.3
473,456 14.0
139,964 (17.9)
382,109
6.5
598,313
9.4
487,576
8.8
54,446
37.6
7,571 (46.2)
9,480 (14.6)
9,366
*

2,893,518
1,499,737
1,107,425
225,521

6.3
2.0
8.9
13.6

50,186,932
0.4
46,089,676
0.0
1,055,783 (18.4)
474,140
21.5
598,614
21.8
309,141
*
366,106 (2.4)
161,028 (26.5)
551,106 (15.5)
210,596 22.9
67,723 332.8
143,623
100,419

4.5
6.7

* Product has been in distribution less than one year.
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FASTEST
DAIRY
BY BESSIE BOVINE
Sales of dairy products in
supermarkets, drugstores, mass
merchants, military commissaries
and select club and dollar stores
combined reached $17.89 billion
during the 12 weeks ended May 17, a 1.5%
increase compared with the same period
a year ago, reports Chicago-based market
research firm IRI (@IRIworldwide). Units
rose 1.1% to 6.60 billion, but volume fell
1.4% to 52.94 billion. Volume sold with
merchandising support jumped 3.2 points
to 39.2%.
For the 52 weeks ended May 17, dollar
sales shot up 4.7% to $78.95 billion, but
units slid 0.1% to 28.64 billion and volume
tumbled 3.1% to 233.43 billion. Volume sold
with merchandising support decreased 0.6
points to 36.7%.
Our chart shows the fastest-growing
dairy subcategories, including the leading
manufacturers, for the 12 weeks ended
May 17. Only subcategories with at least
$250,000 in sales during the period are
listed. Manufacturers with less than $50,000
in sales are not included.

F A C T O I D S

-40.8%

Dollar loss by snack cakes/
doughnuts (to $524,580),
largest by a refrigerated
subcategory with at least
$500,000 in sales. Top sellers Kenny’s (-8.9%) and
private label (-52.4%) both
stumbled, but No. 3 Hail
Merry posted a 145.3% gain,
albeit off of a small base.

15

Number of top 20 dairy
subcategories that saw
dollar sales rise during the
most recent 12 weeks. The
five losers: skim/lowfat
milk, whole milk, orange
juice, processed cheese
slices and margarine/
spreads.
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MILK SUBSTITUTES - ALL OTHER $18,501,236
WhiteWave Foods Co.
$11,860,076
Jackson-Mitchell
$3,805,290
HP Hood
$1,242,107
Good Karma
$714,710
Private Label
$309,873
Green Valley Organics
$143,916
Redwood Hill Farm
$139,252
C.F. Burger Creamery
$124,910
Summerhill Dairy
$54,380

214.1
*
7.5
0.9
69.5
5.9
62.3
78.1
15.6
15.0

5,484,718 234.9
3,683,298
*
823,162
3.0
370,804
0.9
192,882
72.4
295,747
8.6
27,052 70.5
19,808
81.1
29,552
11.3
14,897
10.1

19,174,614 382.5
14,733,192
*
1,727,741
3.4
1,483,215
0.9
771,528 72.4
221,865
4.8
54,104 70.5
39,616
81.1
59,105
11.3
29,795
10.1

COFFEE CONCENTRATE
Kraft Foods
C&W Beverage
New Orleans Coffee Co.

$2,077,739 188.4
$967,402
*
$571,228 1,068.4
$465,625 (13.5)

441,466 259.1
270,372
*
87,702 1,212.4
71,284 (12.9)

4,268,074
57.1
438,003
*
1,845,843 1,173.2
1,747,376 (14.1)

SALAD TOPPING/BACON BITS
Dole Fresh Vegetables
Private Label
DeLallo Packing Co.
Patrick Cudahy

$1,526,783
$548,562
$525,755
$350,212
$50,520

109.9
*
5.9
175.2
6.5

658,936
254,395
279,083
94,897
9,989

97.8
*
3.7
183.0
3.3

2,932,705
1,370,643
992,994
473,280
59,936

PRCSSD/IMITATION CHEESE-ALL OTHR $42,925,136
Kraft Foods
$27,637,256
Private Label
$4,065,873
Yancey’s Fancy
$2,506,595
Boar’s Head/Brunckhorst
$1,558,634
Red Apple Marketing
$1,451,639
Cabot Creamery
$693,822
El Viajero
$480,508
Crystal Farms
$387,524
Kemps
$356,455
Hickory Farms
$263,196

22.2
36.8
(7.5)
33.5
27.3
(1.9)
(1.5)
(7.0)
8.9
(25.0)
(1.4)

8,441,365
4,637,308
1,411,785
415,315
253,533
283,571
229,285
127,256
152,190
34,288
65,154

9.7
19.1
(2.4)
29.1
22.3
(4.5)
(2.5)
(7.0)
10.3
(0.3)
(0.3)

10,177,340
17.1
7,611,512
31.6
1,167,707 (20.8)
197,298
29.1
126,766 22.3
139,998 (4.4)
114,642 (2.5)
95,442 (7.0)
76,095
10.3
171,441 (0.3)
40,721 (0.3)

VEGETABLE JUICE/COCKTAIL
Bolthouse Farms
The Naked Juice Co.
Evolution Juice Harvest Corp.
Odwalla
Suja Juice
Forager Project
Raw Foods International
The Hain Celestial Group
Arden’s Garden
Stewart Bros.

$28,506,296
$17,149,512
$3,527,058
$2,269,271
$2,042,264
$804,968
$590,730
$532,608
$274,961
$171,851
$169,816

21.8
8.4
87.4
46.6
(11.7)
978.1
78.9
112.9
43.6
10.6
40.0

7,037,652
15.2 204,464,320 11.5
4,402,260
4.4 140,959,776
3.9
1,016,613
51.7 21,924,332 115.2
458,519
35.1
6,882,014 33.4
356,887 (28.5) 21,057,960 (15.9)
185,936 2,062.0
2,718,143 1,875.3
89,777
77.0
1,436,428 77.0
204,376 130.8 2,452,506 130.8
26,121
31.5
481,011 52.7
52,102
15.1
814,721 15.0
41,500 40.4
674,105 38.4

ALL OTHER FRUIT JUICE
POM Wonderful
Sambazon
Bolthouse Farms
Harmless Harvest
William G. Roe & Sons
Zico
Califia Farms
Genesis Today
Evolution Juice Harvest Corp.
Kern’s Beverages

$20,969,930
$16,586,674
$1,336,295
$783,850
$718,161
$425,931
$376,750
$262,999
$214,671
$83,759
$57,827

19.5
20.9
18.3
(21.0)
269.5
25.6
*
93.2
(67.1)
(17.0)
(58.7)

4,155,500
3,179,659
229,416
89,525
261,058
108,623
51,316
147,360
34,788
14,733
19,728

(4.4) 103,793,680 10.4
(10.8) 78,711,256
14.6
37.3
7,050,253
31.8
(31.1)
4,653,839 (20.9)
267.1 2,240,438 293.8
(1.4) 3,402,499 (2.9)
*
2,853,913
*
82.4
1,346,241 102.1
(72.7) 2,067,889 (68.8)
(22.5)
544,105 (12.5)
(61.2)
631,290 (61.2)

READY-TO-DRINK COFFEE
WhiteWave Foods Co.
Starbucks Coffee Co.
Bolthouse Farms
Private Label
Califia Farms
Prairie Farms Dairy
Stumptown Coffee Roasters
Upstate Farms Co-op

$40,379,636
$15,231,888
$14,667,452
$6,286,787
$1,502,899
$1,309,129
$396,142
$395,916
$181,250

17.3
(4.2)
121.7
(3.3)
42.2
117.1
13.0
476.9
2.5

10,378,095
3,897,141
2,966,840
2,218,142
446,121
340,090
114,365
104,091
134,760

10.0 487,694,592
7.1
(5.5) 244,900,032 (7.2)
119.5 143,222,240 109.0
(4.2) 46,096,120
(3.1)
39.4 28,551,748 39.4
137.7 10,343,104 88.9
13.1
7,319,384
13.1
423.0
1,446,564 468.3
2.5
2,156,157
2.5

137.3
*
4.5
165.1
3.3

F A C T O I D S

3

Number of past American presidents who died on the Fourth
of July. Two, John Adams and
Thomas Jefferson, died on the
same day, July 4, 1826, also
the 50th anniversary of the
signing of the Declaration of
Independence. The third, James
Monroe, died July 4, 1831.

51.8%

Percentage of apple juice volume sold with merchandising
support during the most recent
12 weeks — third highest in the
department and 17.4 percentage
points more than a year ago.
Despite the additional support,
volume was flat and dollar sales
fell 0.6% to $10,924,827.

-22.7%

Dollar loss by refrigerated
grated cheese (to $19,673,292),
one of only two natural cheese
subcategories (of 11 total) to see
sales fall. The Kraft-dominated
shelf-stable grated cheese segment, on the other hand, posted
an 11.6% gain.

17.47

Seconds it took Kenichi Ito to
run 100 meters — on all fours.
Known as the fastest man on
four legs, the world record
holder reportedly modeled his
running style after that of the
African Patas monkey.

74.5%

Dollar gain by private label
almond milk (to $26,820,884),
largest by a store brand dairy
product with at least $10 million in sales. And it wasn’t even
the segment’s biggest gainer.
No. 6 Califia Farms registered a
233.9% gain, helping boost overall sales 8.1% to $217,929,472.

TEAS
Coca-Cola Co.
Private Label
Red Diamond
Turkey Hill Dairy
Milo’s Tea Co.
Millennium Products
Swiss Premium Dairy
Bolthouse Farms
Pepsi-Lipton Tea Partnership
POM Wonderful

$194,543,536
$42,457,456
$29,461,406
$26,477,508
$24,578,434
$17,780,662
$14,822,538
$7,779,205
$7,131,645
$5,859,427
$1,913,963

17.3
31.2
23.8
1.6
6.7
19.6
56.3
(13.2)
(3.2)
20.5
48.7

86,315,792
17,194,516
17,061,524
11,003,014
12,719,372
7,060,460
4,443,460
3,560,393
2,007,973
2,560,391
1,017,942

16.4
27.9
32.0
2.1
4.6
22.5
49.9
(14.0)
(6.7)
19.0
84.1

6,725,630,976
1,110,329,728
1,390,954,496
1,176,129,280
1,034,682,112
727,789,760
71,781,480
363,164,864
55,642,948
151,063,072
12,215,306

9.0
31.3
9.6
0.2
7.7
18.6
50.1
(12.9)
(6.8)
19.0
38.1

ALL OTHER SIDE DISHES
Bob Evans Farms
Hormel Foods
Private Label
Reser’s Fine Foods
Vitasoy USA (Nasoya Foods)
Giorgio Foods
Love Beets
JSL Foods
Renaissance Food Group
Onofrio’s Fresh Cut

$36,910,692
$12,320,166
$6,795,907
$4,892,387
$4,234,957
$1,070,347
$1,043,855
$1,024,292
$755,922
$572,748
$356,063

16.1
16.0
0.9
17.2
36.5
(0.2)
161.4
*
3.1
(38.1)
(16.0)

10,527,334
3,752,880
2,036,223
1,699,026
635,929
491,682
258,853
327,405
286,091
138,024
61,486

14.2
13.9
2.1
21.9
26.3
(6.1)
160.9
*
(2.8)
(39.5)
(14.2)

FRESH SOUP
Private Label
Panera Bread Co.
Legal Sea Foods
Blount Seafood Corp.
Ivar’s
Bob Evans Farms
Captain Parker’s Chowder Co.
Rustico Foods
Harry’s Fresh Foods
Soluppa

$55,421,832
$32,657,044
$17,770,614
$1,923,614
$700,444
$391,039
$238,610
$192,911
$176,738
$154,195
$88,780

14.3
14.2
24.0
22.3
263.9
(8.9)
(5.9)
20.8
83.3
(89.4)
(70.0)

10,935,016
7.7 14,865,634 10.5
7,420,296
9.6
9,760,027
11.0
2,647,168
7.1
4,004,192 20.2
261,477
7.2
423,546
21.5
128,657 425.8
157,645 208.6
65,806
(3.9)
80,768 (15.5)
81,026 (11.6)
60,769 (11.6)
18,266 20.2
34,249 20.2
25,779
81.8
35,447 89.3
33,239 (85.6)
34,993 (91.3)
9,824 (70.4)
19,647 (70.4)

11,481,977 12.0
4,614,168
14.3
2,642,337
2.3
1,373,222
12.1
1,135,035 27.0
245,841
(6.1)
131,705 165.5
163,606
*
180,270 (2.7)
63,208 (40.7)
47,319 (13.7)

NON-AEROSOL WHIPPED TOPPINGS $84,401,024
Private Label
$48,313,832
WhiteWave Foods Co.
$9,542,890
Meadow Gold Dairy
$2,621,494
Dean Foods
$2,477,628
Organic Valley
$1,981,374
Kraft Foods
$1,827,335
Kemps
$1,745,604
Hiland Dairy Foods
$1,662,931
Darigold
$1,431,231
Byrne Dairy
$1,226,164

14.3 26,506,320
15.2 16,423,949
12.2 2,298,084
10.4
774,060
14.5
869,413
23.9
569,422
10.6
427,766
21.7
508,599
16.9
489,666
25.4
398,514
5.7
314,780

7.3 30,260,978
9.3 18,578,660
1.2
3,353,878
2.0
870,036
7.2
833,114
16.0
486,809
1.9
494,008
10.1
490,022
14.2
477,426
19.7
467,647
(8.3)
632,877

7.9
10.0
1.0
3.1
10.3
17.3
0.6
12.6
16.6
16.5
(8.2)

NATURAL CHEESE ALL OTHER FORMS $53,825,888
Private Label
$13,277,601
Kraft Foods
$11,089,558
Land O’Lakes
$6,974,457
Belgioioso Cheese
$6,646,148
Lactalis American Group
$2,491,041
Saputo Cheese USA
$2,095,266
Sargento Food Co.
$1,481,286
Formaggio Italian Cheese Special
$1,413,353
Tillamook County Creamery
$1,349,743
Tropical Cheese
$694,376

14.1 14,596,860
15.2
4,440,942
0.3
2,647,573
14.6
2,153,001
42.4
1,413,030
1.4
481,516
3.0
686,660
(6.3)
606,719
7.1
172,879
13.4
333,545
15.6
255,373

8.7
18.4
(5.7)
4.7
29.2
6.6
(0.3)
(18.1)
10.3
11.3
18.9

8,248,684
2,718,516
1,426,007
1,117,253
883,422
405,886
214,518
227,536
187,353
156,856
149,117

12.9
12.2
3.8
9.5
50.3
(0.1)
(0.3)
(18.5)
(0.4)
9.6
20.4

LEMONADE
$121,629,112
13.6 54,901,880
Simply Orange Juice Co.
$75,776,816
12.9 29,013,600
Coca-Cola Co.
$15,797,082
3.4
8,153,738
Private Label
$9,048,386
87.9
6,683,954
Turkey Hill Dairy
$6,201,848
2.2
3,176,539
* Product has been in distribution less than one year.

17.8
17.2
0.4
129.0
(2.6)

3,206,982,400
1,691,419,136
481,070,848
304,737,152
240,176,096

12.0
14.6
(0.1)
47.5
(2.1)
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FASTEST
DELI
BY DELANO DELI
During the 12 weeks ended
May 17, sales of deli foods in
supermarkets, drugstores, mass merchants,
military commissaries and select club and
dollar stores combined hit $5.74 billion,
5.0% more than the same period a year ago,
reports Chicago-based market research firm
IRI (@IRIworldwide.com). Unit sales rose
1.5% to 1.51 billion and volume grew 0.9% to
1.39 billion. Volume sold with merchandising
support jumped 5.0 points to 37.5%.
For the 52 weeks ended May 17, deli
dollars shot up 7.5% to $25.59 billion while
units climbed 1.0% to 6.73 billion. However,
volume slipped 0.2% to 6.24 billion, and
volume sold with merchandising support fell
0.1 point to 35.7%.
Our chart shows the fastest-growing
deli department subcategories, including
the leading manufacturers, for the 12 weeks
ended May 17. Only subcategories with at
least $250,000 in sales during the period are
listed. Manufacturers with less than $50,000
in sales are not included.

F A C T O I D S

-3.9%

Dollar loss by refrigerated pot
pies (to $5,552,609), one of only
five deli department subcategories to see sales fall, thanks
mostly to top-seller Mrs. Budd’s
7.0% decline. However, No. 2 private label posted an 8.0% gain.

68,300,000

Cases of beer sold over Fourth
of July weekend, accounting for
just over 5% of the nation’s annual
beer consumption. For the record,
North Dakota, New Hampshire
and Montana consumed the most
beer per capita in 2013.

-0.1%

Dollar loss by bacon (to
$932,249,088), despite a 10.4%
increase in unit sales. A 14.8 point
jump in volume sold with merchandising support (to a department-high 59.4%) deserves some
of the blame.
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PEPPERS/PIMENTOS/OLIVES
Private Label
DeLallo Packing Co.
Sinco
Food Match

$3,141,302
$2,212,510
$383,194
$369,182
$63,207

84.2
431.3
(34.3)
26.3
(58.1)

RELISHES/APPETIZER RELISH
Kraft Foods

$252,796
$119,141

17.5
33.6

1,169,655 140.9
994,094 312.7
78,991 (34.4)
61,636
18.6
10,474 (64.6)
139,408
89,465

UNCOOKED MEATS (NO POULTRY) $1,032,410,112
Private Label
$524,092,448
Tyson Fresh Meats
$128,858,480
Cargill Meat Solutions
$114,422,408
Tyson Foods
$55,433,568
FPL Food
$38,609,296
Hormel Foods
$27,109,256
Laura’s Lean Beef Co.
$22,703,262
Interstate Meat
$14,165,236
National Beef Packing Co.
$9,087,284
Meadow Buffalo
$8,283,934

12.1 139,205,664
19.2 72,890,304
79.6 14,682,592
(2.7) 14,012,694
(45.6)
9,790,564
23.3
4,728,616
(24.1)
3,796,912
16.3
2,857,531
31.6
1,825,667
8.8
785,568
6.2
830,300

PASTA/NOODLE
Nestlé USA
Pastificio Rana
Valley Fine Foods Co.
Private Label
Pulmuone Foods USA
JSL Foods
Nuovo Pasta Productions
La Pasta
Kasia’s Polish Deli
Garan Enterprises

9.2
0.8
87.0
36.5
(14.6)
(31.4)
15.9
(32.1)
27.1
(14.4)
0.1

DINNER SAUSAGE
Johnsonville Sausage
Hillshire Brands Co
Private Label
Armour-Eckrich Meats
Aidells Sausage
Premio Foods
Bar-S Foods
Kayem Foods
Conecuh Sausage Co.
J&B Sausage Co.

$81,187,672
$42,856,952
$12,996,370
$11,053,330
$6,290,487
$3,354,798
$611,826
$408,537
$384,470
$313,654
$199,329
$768,962,176
$174,427,488
$126,814,544
$80,909,616
$60,977,444
$19,586,500
$17,649,464
$17,074,530
$11,508,710
$11,216,071
$9,677,947

31.2
59.6

522,192
416,035
39,990
47,386
4,167

127.8
524.9
(36.6)
18.6
(62.2)

91,221
55,916

31.2
59.6

1.9 232,020,544
0.4
9.2 126,143,440
3.4
58.7 29,310,048 77.6
(19.8) 25,037,464 (12.7)
(35.6)
11,814,634 (53.5)
10.2
8,032,391
10.7
(26.7)
5,315,126 (22.9)
(1.4) 3,088,549
5.5
14.4
3,209,942 27.2
(9.5)
2,187,594 (10.1)
0.6
856,276
0.6

16,169,941
6.8 14,336,266 10.8
8,692,496
0.8
7,402,176
2.7
2,534,067
85.3
2,372,069 104.5
1,966,041 24.8
1,931,879 49.8
1,239,304 (24.8)
1,217,772 (13.8)
508,324 (23.9)
525,101 (42.2)
326,076
7.5
149,823
7.3
53,556 (28.8)
58,849 (31.2)
63,603
17.7
35,777
17.7
81,025 (28.0)
75,137 (23.7)
32,898
0.6
32,898
0.6

8.3 191,646,880
9.3 40,357,812
2.2
32,163,194
15.6 19,481,860
19.8 19,729,022
15.9
3,432,574
(3.2)
3,368,496
23.7
3,650,792
2.6
2,496,317
22.8
2,187,249
20.0
2,637,306

3.1 207,178,992
3.0 43,624,880
(11.7) 29,842,646
7.8 22,318,942
22.3 19,754,964
15.1
2,574,431
(5.1)
4,485,541
26.9
7,591,711
0.6
1,909,312
16.4
2,618,088
24.7
3,514,198

2.6
4.5
(11.9)
11.9
18.7
15.1
(11.6)
17.4
0.0
18.8
22.9

MEAT/CHEESE/CRACKER/DESSERT $371,199,424
8.2 191,761,600
8.1 65,645,592
1.9
Kraft Foods
$284,886,048
6.9 145,868,064
9.9 52,611,400
1.2
Armour-Eckrich Meats
$43,334,256
(4.4)
39,341,624 (4.8)
7,779,888 (5.4)
Hormel Foods
$29,325,116
9.7
2,947,536
5.9 4,046,058
9.0
Sargento Food Co.
$4,701,070
1,393,851
392,090
Private Label
$2,145,183 (20.8)
211,632 (24.0)
242,443 (31.4)
Applegate Farms
$1,638,429
*
378,418
*
124,774
*
Daniele
$1,331,636 1,254.4
304,651 1,963.3
86,535 1,155.4
Hillshire Brands
$1,318,063 906.7
461,163 943.9
92,233 943.9
Hickory Farms
$339,141
41.2
21,497 36.0
29,558 38.5
MARINATED VEGETABLES/FRUIT $3,013,316
8.0
U-Jin Enterprises
$997,848
27.8
World Variety Produce
$248,989
14.7
Winter Gardens Quality Foods
$227,687
10.4
Lucky Foods
$156,931
28.7
Cedar’s Mediterranean Foods
$152,839 (20.4)
Private Label
$147,984
23.7
Ba Tampte Pickle Products
$142,169
(4.5)
Sun Yun Tradng Co.
$118,264
8.1
Joseph’s Fine Foods
$88,801
2.0
Cosmo’s Food Products
$65,383 (26.3)
* Product has been in distribution less than one year.

640,024
200,485
45,516
40,592
32,947
43,005
41,393
35,605
29,592
25,018
10,683

6.3
28.3
17.1
9.4
31.1
(18.7)
12.8
(10.7)
(0.1)
2.0
(17.7)

586,530
4.9
175,425 28.3
38,938
14.9
57,940 10.8
28,828
31.1
21,502 (18.7)
21,696
19.0
71,210 (10.7)
25,893
(0.1)
21,837
1.9
12,147 (26.8)

™

™

Gluten Free

CHICKEN TORTILLA SOUP
Turkey used is Raised
without Antibiotics

Uncompromisingly clean recipes
Clean and simple foods are on today’s menu, and that’s why Blount’s clean-label
soups need to be on your shelves. Clean & simple ingredients, inspired recipes and
advanced production techniques deliver a delicious eating experience that builds
loyal customers – and sales.

With Blount, you get more because we do more.
To learn more about our clean-label soups, call 800.274.2526
or visit blountfinefoods.com/buildsa
nefoods.com/buildsales

REFRIGERATION

608 COMPLIANCE

RESTS ON SHAKY

FOUNDATION
How much R-22 is really in your racks? It may be a
lot less than you’re claiming, and that could spell big
trouble.
BY KEILLY WITMAN

The relationship between the Environmental Protection
Agency and the Section 608 regulated community is normally anything but agreeable. Yet in one respect, the EPA
regulators and regulated supermarkets are of the same
mind: when it comes to charge size, don’t ask, don’t tell.

35% TRIGGER RATE
The much-feared 35% trigger rate calculation in Section
608 depends on a rack’s charge size. Unfortunately, that
charge size is often wrong. By a lot. But you won’t find anyone in the industry openly discussing the problem. There
is tacit agreement on all sides that the less said, the better.
This issue came to my attention while I headed up the
EPA’s GreenChill Partnership. A partner discovered that
the amount of R-22 that service technicians were claiming to have pulled out of racks during retrofits didn’t
match the “official” charge size in the company’s Section
608 refrigerant records. The discrepancy in the charge
numbers was as much as 30-35%. This would not be a
compliance problem if the calculated amount of R-22 in
the records were 30-35% lower than the amount that was
pulled out of the system. But it wasn’t. They were pulling
significantly less R-22 out of their systems than they had
on the books.
So, was someone skimming R-22 out of the systems
that were up for retrofit? Was a lot of R-22 being vented
during the retrofit process? Those two potential causes
were easily eliminated by close supervision of the next
retrofits. There
truly was significantly less R-22
in the racks than
the company
had thought, and
these artificially high charge sizes had been the basis for
the company’s trigger leak rate calculations for decades.
Upon further investigation, we found that this company
wasn’t alone.
A lot of missing R-22 is a financial problem, but why
is it a Section 608 problem? Leak rates are a factor of the
amount of refrigerant leaked and the amount of refrigerant in a rack. A 300-pound leak from a rack that has

1,000 pounds in it is a 30% leak rate. If that rack really has
only 800 pounds in it, then the leak rate is actually more
than 37%, which exceeds the Section 608 trigger rate.
The Section 608 trigger rate of 35% is what “triggers”
additional compliance obligations. Supermarkets are
supposed to repair all known leaks in their systems, and
they must calculate a leak
rate every time refrigerant is added. If a rack leaks
more than 35% of its charge
in a 365-day period, EPA
regulations require certain
actions within specific time
frames. If a store is unable
to document the proper actions, heavy fines can follow.
That’s HEAVY in all caps. Up
to $37,500 per violation per
day. One violation, if not adKeilly Witman
dressed for a month, can lead
to a fine of $1,125,000.
A company’s chances of tripping the 35% leak rate
trigger are lower if the rack’s charge size is listed as being
higher than it really is. In most cases, I suspect that the
initial charge of older racks was not deliberately misstated. Companies simply had no idea how much refrigerant
was in their older racks, so the EPA allowed companies
to estimate the charge size if there were no records of
the initial charge. There are several suggested methods
for calculating charge size in Section 608, but the EPA
also allows a company to develop its own methodology.
Many estimates, regardless of methodology, are leading
to charge size inflation.

TACIT AGREEMENT
There would not be a problem if there were a way to
ensure that the calculations are somewhat correct. But
the EPA is unlikely to demand that all the refrigerant
be pulled from a rack to validate the accuracy of charge
estimates. Nor is it likely to point out that the foundation
of the most feared part of 608 is questionable. It seems it
is easier for the EPA to accept the status quo than to find
a solution to the problem. And the regulated
community is unlikely
to mention to an inspector that they really don’t
know how much refrigerant is in each rack. Thus, we have tacit agreement among
all parties to just pretend this isn’t an issue.
I’ll continue tackling the issues around charge sizes in
the next issue. Q

The amount of R-22 pulled out of racks
during retrofits didn’t match the ‘official’
charge size in the company’s records.
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Keilly Witman (keilly@kwrms.com, 202-817-4430) is
the owner of KW Refrigerant Management Strategy and
former head of EPA’s GreenChill Partnership.

YOU DESERVE
ANOTHER 37%
Growth, that is. Actually, as our partner, you deserve 100% of the credit.
We’re proud to have grown dollar sales by at least 37% over the past three
consecutive years*. This makes Innovasian Cuisine the fastest growing Frozen Asian
brand* and one of the fastest growing brands in all of Frozen Prepared Meals.
Thank you. And together, here’s to many more.
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2012

52 Weeks thru
12/22/12

FROZEN ASIAN

2013

52 Weeks thru
12/21/13

FROZEN PREPARED FOODS

* SOURCE:
Nielsen Scantrack Data, Total U.S. Dollar Sales –
All Outlets Combined, 52 weeks ending 12/22/12,
12/21/13, and 12/20/14 (vs. year ago)

INNOVASIANCUISINE.COM

2014

52 Weeks thru
12/20/14

INNOVASIAN CUISINE

CONTACT:
Joe Kent
18251B Cascade Avenue South
Tukwila, WA 98188
(425) 251-3706
joek@innovasiancuisine.com

JOHNNY’S COLUMN

GOOD NEWS,
BAD NEWS

tries. The United Kingdom egg market underwent a
similar transition in the 1990s and consumers eventually
rejected cage-free style production in favor of free-range
and pasture-raised eggs.
There are lots of subtle consumer trends still evolving
here, and you can’t be an expert on everything. But this
much I can tell you: To max out your competitive sales
and profitability, you must pay close attention to the specialty egg market.
Let’s consider one trend that is sneaking up on
And that spells opportunity for
retailers in many markets. The price gap between
retailers who play their cards right.
conventional eggs and specialty eggs is shrinking.
That’s already triggered some switching to the only
BY JOHNNY HARRIS
slightly more expensive specialty eggs. And from
what I’ve seen, once a customer makes that switch,
here’s good news and bad news
they tend to stay there.
in the egg category, and that
For this reason, you’d be wise to have good
combination means there’s also
variety in both conventional and specialty eggs,
lots of opportunity — provided you
in both branded and private label. Consumers do
play your cards right.
tend to follow egg prices pretty closely, so you’ll
First the bad news: Conventional egg
have to be careful that your pricing is competitive.
Johnny Harris
prices have shot up by 29% (often much
If you aren’t already, you should be promoting
more) during the past year, thanks to
conventional and specialty eggs every week in your ad.
the bird flu outbreak that has cut the national flock by
Don’t forget hard-boiled eggs. These sell well by them12%. The bad news on that front is coming out so fast I
selves, but during key holidays their sales can easily triple
can’t keep up with it.
because people like them for the convenience they provide.
You don’t have to go deep on your promotion of speSPECIALTY GAINS STRONG
cialty eggs — just 20- or 30-cents off should do the trick.
But then there’s the good news: Collective sales of the
Make sure you have good signage — especially if you are
cage-free/free range/organic egg market have grown more promoting local eggs. That gets ignored all too often.
than 15% annually for the past 16 years, according to the
Put your specialty eggs first in the traffic flow. Let
American Egg Board and other industry data providers. If customers see them first so they can make price comthese trends continue, the specialty segment will generate parisons, and see that the difference isn’t as much as they
almost all category growth and represent 50% of the total might have expected. And make sure your planograms
egg category by 2025. By comparison, the conventional
put potential meal deal combinations nearby. Eggs can be
egg market has barely kept up with population growth.
the centerpiece of a great meal deal, if you tie in bacon,
Let’s drill down a little deeper. Recent innovations in
eggs, biscuits, juice, bagels, cream cheese and other
aviary systems now allow producers to create consolidated breakfast items.
cage-free complexes on a scale comparable to traditional
caged facilities. Several large producers have pledged that
PRICE ‘EM RIGHT!
they will not produce any more caged facilities.
Finally — and this one’s hard to believe — don’t fall into
But will these complexes meet consumers’ expectaa pricing trap that I see all too often. Make sure the price
tions? After all, the hens will remain indoors their entire
per egg in an 18-count carton is lower than it is in a
lives. I spoke to my friends at Pete and Gerry’s about this,
12-count carton. With unit pricing on the shelves, I guarand they believe that over the long run the only eggs
antee you that consumers will notice! Q
which will meet consumers expectations are those produced on a smaller scale on farms where the hens are able Johnny Harris, president of Johnny L. Harris Consulting,
to go outside on grass.
LLC, Fort Mill, S.C., can be reached at 803-984-2594 or at
We’ve seen this before in egg markets in other councmer0002@gmail.com.

FOR EGGS

T

Photo Credit:© Can Stock
Photo Inc. / BLACKDAY
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MARKET
DISTRICT

HAS IT COVERED
Giant Eagle’s fastest-growing format helps
awaken shoppers’ inner foodie.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

W

hen the foodie trend finally achieved critical mass a decade or so ago and chains like
Trader Joe’s, Wegmans and Central Market
really started hitting their stride, the folks at Pittsburgh-based Giant Eagle began seeking out ways their
customers could explore their passion for food as well.
But they didn’t want to create a separate, high-end format that would only appeal to the handful of consumers
who already identified as foodies. Instead, they wanted
to build an “enhanced” version of existing Giant Eagle
supermarkets that they hoped would awaken the inner
foodie in everyday shoppers by offering a wide assortment of unique specialty items alongside everyday fare.
As one executive put it, “The philosophy around assortment wouldn’t be ‘either-or’ but ‘and’” — an approach
that meant the new format would offer not just something for everyone but everything for everyone.

The first Market District opened in 2006
in a Pittsburgh suburb, and the chain added
about one a year up until last fall when it
opened four in five months, mostly in the
Cleveland and Columbus, Ohio markets.
This fall, however, Giant Eagle will debut
its 13th full-size Market District (it also
operates one Market District Express) in
the Indianapolis suburb of Carmel, representing the chain’s first foray into the state
of Indiana, where it hopes to make a strong
first impression.

‘DEMOCRACY OF CHOICE’

A visit to the 9-month-old Strongsville,
Ohio, Market District outside of Cleveland last month confirmed that whatever a
shopper might want, this format probably
has it. “We refer to that as ‘democracy of
choice,’” says director of marketing Matt
Lachut, who doesn’t view the concept as
upscale. “We understand that consumers’
passion for food ranges.” So whether they
get excited by peanut butter and marshmallow fluff or truffle oils and
gourmet cheese, “We can
deliver whatever they’re
looking for.”
In fact, adds center store
category manager Paul
Abbott, Market District
carries close to 100% of Giant Eagle’s base assortment,
which it combines with
“all of the innovative, local,
high-growth and specialty
items that help bring the
concept to life.” As such,
Market District stores are
larger than regular Giant
The team includes, from left, Paul Abbott, center store category manager for
Eagles — typically between
Market District; Matt Lachut, director of marketing for Market District and Tony
90,000 and 110,000 square
Hatok, director of frozen foods at Giant Eagle.
feet — and offer a lot more

tion, the Strongsville store is one of only two that also
features a full-service restaurant. But unlike many other
such eateries, consumers order from a single location
rather than at separate pizza or sandwich counters, and
the food is delivered to them at their table. The Strongsville Market District is also one of four with its own wine
and beer bar, a concept that’s been amazingly well-received, according to company executives.
“We have a lot of popular events on Friday nights
— live entertainment, beer and wine tastings, etc.,”
says store manager Patrick Scullin. “And probably 50
percent of those customers will do a little shopping
afterward,” driving traffic during what’s typically a slow
period at many supermarkets. The fact that consumers
can shop while toting a bottle of beer or sipping a glass
of Chardonnay probably doesn’t hurt, he adds.

SKUs, including 7,000+ organic and specialty items.
If the wide-ranging assortment alone isn’t enough to
open shoppers up to new and different products, dozens of well-placed displays combine both the expected
SIMILAR TO WEGMANS BUT…
and the unexpected in an effort to “elevate” each eating
Other Market District features include a gourmet cheese
occasion. “Beyond just selling the food, we’re planting
shop with 400 difideas about how
ferent varieties (500
to experience food
or 600 around the
differently through
holidays), a sweets
merchandising,”
shop, an artisan bread
says Abbott. By
shop, a beer and
adding a few unique
wine store, a liquor
twists to every
store, fresh-cut and
display, “We really
in-house roasted
want to help shopmeats, a seafood
pers discover new
counter, a deli and
ways to enjoy food.”
an eponymous bulk
For example, on
foods section that
the day we visited,
facilitates the kind
the in-store graphic
of experimentation
design team (every
the chain supports.
Market District
“It really encourages
has one) was putfolks to try something
ting the finishing
new without having
touches on a display
to commit to a whole
of Caprese salad
pound of it,” says Abfixings featuring
bott. The section has
the usual tomabeen so popular, he
toes, mozzarella
A large island display connects a row of natural and organic
adds, that the comand basil but also
frozen cases along the back wall to the main frozen aisles. But
pany added bulk food
the chain’s own
a new layout will combine them with ‘fresh frozen produce’ and
departments to two of
balsamic glaze for
other healthy frozens in a better-for-you section expected to
its regular Giant Eagle
a slightly different
attract more shoppers to the department.
stores as well.
twist.
If you’re starting to
Frequent how-to
think the Market District concept sounds a lot like Wegpresentations by culinary professionals at a dedicated
mans, you’re not alone. But so far, the two haven’t gone
demonstration kitchen (not to be confused with the onsite cooking school), represent another way the chain gets head to head, with about 100 miles separating the northunique items into the mouths of consumers. But for those ern- and eastern-most Market Districts from the nearest Wegmans. And while the two formats are, indeed,
who prefer to buy ready-made, all Market District stores
very similar, there are differences as well. For one thing,
also offer a wide array of ready-to-eat or -heat prepared
Market District is very committed to offering locally profoods as well as a salad bar, a Mediterranean bar, a sushi
duced products. Yes, Wegmans offers more than its share
bar, a hot soup bar and the list goes on and on. In addiJULY 2015
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DRIVING THE
CATEGORY AND
YOUR PROFIT.
On trend and on top, Pete & Gerry’s Organic Eggs and Nellie’s Free Range eggs lead
the super premium egg category in both retail dollar sales and growth. All our products
are free range, certified humane and raised on small family farms. Both brands
are running consumer advertising campaigns in varied, mass media.
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PeteAndGerrys.com | NelliesFreeRange.com
© Pete and Gerry’s Organics, LLC 2015

DRIVING THE CATEGORY:
Pete & Gerry’s Organic and Nellie’s Free Range are the top two Organic and
Free Range Egg brands. Within this $108 million category where our brands
are sold, retail sales have grown by +$16.6 million / +18% vs. year-ago.

+65%
72 OTHER
BRANDS
COMBINED

+30%
+$6.4

MILLION

+$7.8

MILLION

+$2.4

72 OTHER
ORGANIC,
CAGE-FREE,
AND FREE
RANGE EGG
BRANDS
COMBINED

25%

SHARE

18%

SHARE

MILLION

GROWTH OF RETAIL $ SALES*

SHARE OF RETAIL $ SALES*

1-800-GET-EGGS
Sean@PeteAndGerrys.com

*Data Source: IRI Infoscan Data, 52-Weeks Ending April 19, 2015.
Geography Maine to Washington, DC (IRI Standard Northeast Region Plus Balt/Wash.)
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of local fare, but Market District takes it to
a whole new level. From applesauce and ice
cream to fresh pasta and lamb, we spotted
dozens of local items, all highlighted with
signage. “We have a very specific strategy
to support local manufacturers as much as
possible,” says Abbott. “And we’ve had a lot of
success finding good local partners and helping them grow.”
Lachut notes that Market District is a good
fit for local artisan or micro-batch manufacturers that don’t have the scale to supply
200+ Giant Eagle stores — but could supply
12 Market Districts where more consumers
are looking for just that type of product. It’s
also a great test market for unproven new
items, he adds.
Moreover, says Abbott, the Market District
team is able to move quickly when it finds a
product it thinks will work. “We won’t wait
until we review the category six months from
now,” he explains. “We’re going to get it in the
store right away. If it doesn’t work, well, we’ll
learn from that. But if it does, we’re out in
A customer grabs a gallon of milk from behind energy-saving glass
front of everybody, which outweighs the risk
doors. Rolling racks full of product make cleaning up drips and
of failure.”
spills easier.
And while private label-oriented Wegmans
of another trend, the company also debuted a number
might try to offer a hot new product under its
own brand, Giant Eagle takes a different approach to store of unique veggie blends under its flagship Giant Eagle
brand two years ago. (It also offers own brands under the
brands. Depending on the category, “We want to expand
Market District premium private label and better-forour [own brand] presence not at the expense of national
brands but in a way that complements them. We’re asking you Nature’s Basket brand.) “And we have more offerings
coming in,” says Hatok, who believes the fro‘where is the white
zen vegetable category has “huge potential”
space?’” says director
and could be the key to attracting different
of frozen foods Tony
consumers, especially Millennials, to the
Hatok. “And if the
frozen aisle.
brands in the category
aren’t innovating, then
‘FRESH FROZEN PRODUCE’
we will.” In the frozen
A CORNERSTONE
vegetable category, for
In fact, says Hatok, Giant Eagle feels so
example, “We recogstrongly about the power of frozen vegetables
nized that growth is
that it’s testing a new “healthy aisle” layout
coming not from the
that puts them in the lead position under
standard poly bagged
new “Fresh Frozen Produce” signage. “There’s
corn, peas and green
this perception that frozen isn’t good for
beans but from the
you, that the frozen department doesn’t offer
superpremium protein
any healthy choices,” Hatok explains. So the
blends and ancient
new design will put “fresh frozen” fruit and
grains. So we were one
A single-queue approach to checkout
vegetables first, followed by six to 12 doors
of the first to launch
means the chain can offer one large
of natural and organic frozen items, organquinoa,” now availcooler stocked with a wide variety of
ized by day part, and then a couple of doors
able in several difcold beverages rather than 20 small
of gluten-free frozens, and, finally, a selection
ferent combinations,
ones filled with the same Coke and
of frozen vegetarian items. “When you put it
as well as edamame
Pepsi products.
all together, you have anywhere from 30 to 35
and mukimame. “We
didn’t wait for a CPG company to come up with it; we did doors of better-for-you frozens — almost a store-withinit under our own brand,” he says. In an effort to get ahead a-store,” says Hatok. “By creating this destination set, we
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Good Food Karma: More Selections Brings More Rings
Tandoor Chef is the #1 frozen Indian brand and represents the fastest growing
category in the freezer aisle today. We offer certified vegetarian, vegan and
gluten-free options in familiar entrées, naan pizzas and appetizers. With our
authentic and robust flavors, we make it easy for your customers to explore
new Indian cuisine while you gain higher profits with repeat sales.
Contact Mike Ryan at
or
to learn more about our appetizer, entrée and naan offerings.

COVER STORY
hope to show consumers
direction. The same is true in
that the frozen departfrozen pizza. “We’re actually
ment does have healthy,
actively interviewing different
better-for-you options
pizza suppliers now because
that they can feel good
we know the next generation
about feeding their kids.”
is looking for high-end pizza.
He adds that new pusher
That’s where the growth is,”
systems in key categories
he says, citing the success of
like frozen vegetables
brands like Palermo’s Screamensure products are
in’ Sicilian. The company is
front-faced.
also considering upscale own
Until the new layout is
brand offerings under its
implemented chainwide,
Market District or Nature’s
the Strongsville Market
Basket labels.
District features two full
Consumers should also
aisles of frozen foods anexpect changes in the fastchored by a row of natugrowing frozen fruit category,
ral and organic frozen
where the chain is bringing in
cases along the back wall
limited edition, seasonal ofwhere perimeter-hugging
ferings. “If we’re going to call
natural and organic conit ‘fresh frozen produce,’ then
sumers are likely to find
that’s how we should treat
them. Most other natural
it,” says Hatok. “The idea isn’t
and organic products in
to replace fresh produce but
the store are integrated
to expand the season.” Giant
with their conventional
Eagle is also considering seacounterparts. But not all
sonal offerings in the frozen
natural and organic conwaffle category, he adds.
Market District stores offer an expanded selection
sumers shop the frozen
The company is also makof superpremium ice creams, including locally
aisles, so the team felt it
ing room for more premium
produced, dairy-free and own brand items. Look for
was important to create a
items in the frozen meals secmore superpremium offerings in frozen pizza next.
separate destination set.
tion, where ‘nutritional meals’
However, says Hatok, a
will be scaled back. “Full-callarge island of frozen natural and organic products right
orie has turned around recently,” says Hatok, so the chain
in front of the main case connects it to the traditional
plans to increase those offerings in an upcoming reset. It
frozen aisles, creating a more integrated-segregated natu- also hopes to expand its Pick Five (for $19.99) program by
ral and organic
including even more products across difdepartment.
ferent categories. Currently, most items
Another Market
are displayed in a dedicated endcap,
District frozen
but the company plans to integrate the
Founded: 1931
department that
display into the set, placing it next to the
Headquarters: Pittsburgh, Pa.
stands out is ice
value offerings. Temporary additions to
Annual sales: $9.6 billion
cream, where
the core assortment — like, say, a familyOwnership: Private (ranked 35 on Forbes magasuperpremium
size package of waffles — will rotate in
zine’s list of largest private corporations)
options, as well as
and out, highlighted by special shelf tags.
Number of stores: 416
natural/organic
“The Pick Five program has done exBanners: Giant Eagle, Giant Eagle Express, Getand dairy-free,
tremely well for us,” Hatok adds.
Go, Market District, Market District Express
Market District stores also include a
get a lot more
Operating areas: Western Pennsylvania, north
couple of dedicated gluten-free frozen
space than they
central Ohio, northern West Virginia and
doors, featuring brands like Rudi’s, Udi’s
do in regular GiMaryland
and Ian’s, as well as the chain’s own
ant Eagle stores.
Team members: 36,000
Nature’s Basket. “We think there’s still
“So it’s more of a
Circulars: 4.6 million per week
opportunity in gluten-free,” says Hatok,
destination set,”
Giant Eagle Advantage card holders: 4 million
although he doesn’t expect the category
says Hatok, who
Leadership: No. 1 supermarket in the Pittsto grow at the same rate it has the last
believes the catburgh and Cleveland markets
few years.
egory is moving
While the gluten-free frozen food set is
in a more upscale

GIANT EAGLE AT A GLANCE
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integrated into the frozen
out a way to differentiate the assortment in
department, eight doors
a meaningful way, “What you have here is
of ethnic frozen foods
exactly what you’d see at Giant Eagle.” The
are displayed a few aisles
butter segment is a different story, however.
over, directly across from
“We’re seeing a lot of success with premium
shelf-stable ethnic fare, in
butters and European-style offerings,” says
a dedicated international
Abbott. “And Kerry Gold Grass Fed is befoods section. Because the
coming more and more sought after as folks
assortment is so robust
start to read and hear about the benefits of
and the customer base
grass-fed dairy.”
so diverse, “We wanted
And although Giant Eagle stores offer
international to become a
a selection of vegan and vegetarian items,
destination at this store,”
Market District stores feature a much more
though it isn’t in every
robust assortment, he continues, citing a
store, says Abbott. “These
large island display packed with everything
A customer chooses a chef-prepared
aren’t ‘mainstream’ items
from dairy-free cheese and veggie burgers to
ready-to-heat meal from the grablike P.F. Chang’s or El
shirataki noodles and vegan mayonnaise.
and-go section.
Monterey, which are in
While the Market District store features
our regular frozen departa dedicated beverage set, the high-margin
ment, but more unique, high-end offerings,” he adds.
drinks often get a second look at checkout, thanks to a
While Indian, Asian, Hispanic and kosher items represent new single-queue layout in stores opened more recently.
the bulk of the assortment, Abbott says 19 different coun- So instead of choosing their own lane, customers get in
tries are represented in the department.
one line, and when they get to the front, a digital sign
tells them which lane to go to. “The primary benefit is
DAIRY BEHIND DOORS
improved guest experience. We want wait times to be
The Market District dairy department begins along the
minimal,” says Abbott. But the new set-up also delivers
back wall where a wide array of milks and milk substibenefits around merchandising. Instead of duplicating the
tutes are displayed behind huge clear glass doors that act same cooler full of Coke or Pepsi products 20 times, the
as the outer wall of the back room cooler. “In our newer
chain can offer one large display case with a much broadstores, dairy is 100% behind doors,” says Abbott. One of
er array of not just soda, but coconut water, cold-pressed
several “cool facts” advertised on the doors explains why: juices and other high-growth beverages not normally
“These dairy doors help us save 78% more energy.” Inside available at checkout. “The total amount of refrigerator
the doors, which lack center mullions that can obstruct
space dedicated to cold beverages at checkout is actuthe consumer’s view, milk is displayed on
ally less in this store
rolling racks that permit easy clean-up of
because there aren’t
drips and spills. Natural, organic and spe20 separate coolers,”
cialty items are integrated into the set for
says Abbott. “But the
easy side-by-side comparison. One standassortment is much
out product: Locally produced Snowville
more extensive.”
And when consumCreamery milk from grass-grazed cows.
Around the corner from the milk is a
ers actually complete
large yogurt section (most stores offer 28
the checkout process,
to 32 linear feet), that was recently “rightsays Lachut, they’re
sized” to accommodate growth in the
often surprised by
Greek and specialty segments. All of the
the bill. “I think one
big players are represented, but the section
of the biggest misalso features brands like Noosa, Siggi’s
perceptions among
and The Epic Seed (yogurt and chia), as
first-time guests is
well as Pittsburgh-based Naturi, a small,
that Market District
locally produced line that’s not available in
is going to be more
regular Giant Eagle stores.
expensive,” he exBut not every Market District departplains. “But we offer
ment is different from its Giant Eagle
the same great prices
counterpart. For example, says Abbott, althey get at Giant EaA large display in the dairy department
though the chain has tried natural and orgle everyday on every
also features an expanded selection of
ganic items in the refrigerated dough set,
item. We just offer
dairy-free and vegan options.
they just didn’t perform. So until it figures
more items.” Q
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SPOTLIGHT: PIZZA

PIZZA
DOLLARS

While Palermo’s jumped on the
Ohio-based Nestlé pushes the flavor
super-premium trend in a big way
envelope even further with a pair of
last year with its Screamin’ Sicilian
bold limited edition Tombstone oflineup, now available nationwide, other manufacturers are
getting on board as well. In an
earnings call earlier this year,
Nestlé S.A. CEO Paul Bulcke
described a push toward premiumization of the company’s
U.S. pizza business, starting
with its recent introduction
Strong sales of premium products,
of DiGiorno Pizzeria Thin
including gluten-free, help offset a
Crust (www.digiorno.com) and
decrease in units.
California Pizza Kitchen Hand
Tossed (www.cpkfrozen.com),
BY DENISE LEATHERS
both with preservative-free
espite a 5.1% decrease in unit crusts, upscale toppings and no
artificial flavors. “This category
sales, frozen pizza dollar
was driven into being on-deal…
sales jumped 3.0% during the
all efforts were just pricing,”
12 weeks ended May 17 to more
Dr. Schar is relaunching its made-in-Italy
he said. “But people don’t buy
than $1.01 billion across channels,
Bonta d’Italia gluten-free pizza lineup
prices. They buy value.”
according to Chicago-based market
this fall with new recipes, new ingredients
DiGiorno Pizzeria Thin Crust and new packaging.
research firm IRI (@IRIworldwide.
comes in Primo Pepperoni,
com). Manufacturers say the disSupreme Speciale,
ferings (www.tombstone.com): Diablo
Spinach & Mushfeatures spicy chorizo, jalapenos,
room and Marsweet red peppers and a fiery Sriracha
gherita varieties
sauce, while Bratwurst offers slices of
while California
premium bratwurst, green bell pepPizza Kitchen Hand pers, onions and tomato sauce with a
Tossed flavors
hint of spicy brown mustard.
include BBQ Recipe
FOR ‘EVERYDAY GOURMETS’
Chicken with Bacon, California Style
crepancy stems from a decrease
Another new premium entry comes
White
and
The
Works.
But
Solon,
in promotional support combined
from Bloomington, Minn.-based
with strong growth among
Schwan’s (www.schwans.com),
higher-priced products. In
which recently debuted an upscale
fact, reports Mike Pytlinski,
line under the Bon Appetit label.
Palermo brand director at
Designed for “everyday gourmets”
Milwaukee-based Palermo’s
who appreciate fine food but strug(www.palermospizza.com),
gle to find a frozen pizza that meets
a recent analysis of the
their needs, the 10-inch, thin-crust
category revealed sales of
collection is best described as “more
super-premium ($7+) pizzas
refined,” says Schwan’s Consumer
jumped 60% over the past
Brands president Kevin McAdams.
year, albeit off of a small base,
Formulated for the adult palate, it
driving average price per unit
comes in five distinctive flavors:
up about 14 cents, to $3.25,
Mozzarella & Pesto, Spinaci, Trio
in one year. In addition, says
Bacon, Pepperoni & Pesto and
Pytlinski, “Sales of the lowest
Roasted Vegetables.
priced pizzas — those in the
Higher-end, gourmet offerings are
$2 to $3 range — were down
Smart
Flour
Foods
adds
three
new
also
being added to many retailers’
17%,” suggesting some convarieties
and
an
11.25-inch
family
size
premium
private label programs —
sumers are trading up from
to
its
gluten-free
collection,
featuring
an
one
possible
explanation for store
$2 pizzas to $3 ones as the
ancient
grain
crust.
brand
pizza’s
strong performance
economy improves.

JUMP 3.0%

D

‘Sales of super-premium ($7+)
pizzas jumped 60% over the past
year...driving average price per
unit up about 14 cents to $3.25.’
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recently in both the frozen (+7.9%) and refrigerated
(+3.0%) departments. For its part, New Boston, Mich.based Champion Foods (www.championfoods.com)
recently rolled out a line of refrigerated Artisan Thin
Crust Pizzas in trendy flavors like Chorizo & Sriracha,
Sweet Chili Chicken and Cheeseburger, reports national marketing and brand strategy manager Peter Smith.
“We’ve seen a big migration to thin or flatbread crusts,
which are a good platform for our new flavor profiles,”
he adds.

Commodity Prices
Return to Normal

Ample supplies of everything from wheat to
tomatoes have the pizza industry breathing a
sigh of relief.
BY MONICA GELINAS & DENNIS COLLINS

T

here’s an old adage in the commodities
markets that the cure for high prices is…
high prices. That’s because high prices increase
supply and subdue demand.
At this time last year, cheese, pork and beef
prices were on their way to record highs — and
wheat (flour) prices were about a third higher.
But record-high dairy prices spurred production
to the point that global dairy prices are now
at multi-year lows. Increased production was
facilitated by favorable weather patterns that led
to abundant and cheaper feed for dairy herds as
well as ample wheat stocks.
Surprisingly, tomato paste and sauce prices
have remained relatively stable despite the
California drought. In fact, following a record
crop last year, California tomato producers are
scaling back on plantings — but not because
of the drought. Instead, the strong U.S. dollar
has producers concerned about being able to
sell products on the global markets. Looking
forward, prices are expected to remain around
current levels.
The return to normalcy means the pizza
industry is breathing a sigh of relief. High prices
and favorable global weather have been the antidotes to last year’s price crunch. Q
Monica Gelinas (monica@gritwork.com) is
founder of Gritwork, LLC, while Dennis Collins
(dcollins@trilatinc.com) is a director at Trilateral, Inc. They provide purchasing and risk management advisory services to the food industry.
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While unique toppings always grab headlines, the
big four — cheese, pepperoni, meat and supreme — still
represent about two-thirds of total sales. As a result,
many manufacturers are offering the same toppings on
new and different crusts. For example, Schwan’s new Red
Baron Brick Oven collection, featuring “a golden brown
crust with a
unique, crispy,
bubbly texture,” comes
in Pepperoni,
Cheese Trio,
Meat Trio
and Sausage
Supreme, says
McAdams.
Other
manufacturers
are offering
“enhanced”
versions of
consumers’
favorite varieSchwan’s debuts Red Baron Brick Oven
ties. Often
Pizza in four classic flavors.
referred to as
“pub-style,”
these hearty, “taste-forward” pizzas are heaped with up
to 8 ounces of cheese and loads of pepperoni, sausage
and other meats. Palermo’s rolled out its entry earlier this
year, says Pytlinski. Offered under the P’mos Pub Pizza
Co. label, it features a proprietary thin crust developed
specifically to highlight the toppings. Available flavors
include Cheese, Pepperoni, Supreme, Sausage and Combo
(Pepperoni and Sausage).
At the other end of the fat and calorie spectrum, manufacturers also report growth in the better-for-you segment.
The newest entry comes from Champion Foods, which
was chosen by Lisa Lillien of Hungry Girl fame to produce
the first pizza offered under her brand. “There are a lot
of better-for-you frozen pizzas,” she explains. “But I don’t
know of any refrigerated,” which helped cement her decision to go the fresh route. At 260 to 280 calories apiece,
she adds, the single-serve pizzas are diet-friendly. But the
on-trend sprouted grain crust delivers 7 grams of fiber, so
it’s good-for-you, too. Offered in two-count packages, the
ready-to-bake pizza is offered in both Turkey Pepperoni
and Italian Five Cheese varieties.

GLUTEN-FREE SOARS
Although the gluten-free category as a whole continues to
grow between 10% and 15% each year, gluten-free frozen
pizza is growing at a much faster pace: 73.8% in conventional supermarkets during the 52 weeks ended Feb. 22,
according to Schaumburg, Ill.-based SPINS. While glutenfree bread and cookies have been readily available for some
time now, the gluten-free frozen pizza category is much less

How can you boost your
frozen pizza sALes?

New Flavor
!

New!

American Flatbread is one of the fastest growing
frozen pizza within the premium category.* If you want
to boost your frozen pizza sales, it’s simple:

By stocking the only frozen
pizza that flies Off the shelf.
888-519-5119 | info@americanflatbreadproducts.com | www.americanflatbreadproducts.com
*IRI dollar sales growth of 46.2%, last 52 weeks ending May 17, 2015
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developed, reports director of marTomato and Escarole. Smart
keting Roberto Cruz of Lyndhurst,
Flour is also rolling out 11.25N.J.-based Dr. Schar USA (www.
inch family-size versions of
drschar.com). “So there are still high
four flavors, including the new
opportunities there.” As a result,
Sausage variety, primarily for
he continues, Dr. Schar completely
sale in conventional supermarrevamped its gluten-free pizza lineup, kets. (The original 9-inch size
which it will relaunch this fall. “We
is sold mostly in the natural
really wanted to take it to the next
and specialty channel.)
level, so we’ve got a new recipe, new
Better-for-you pizza pioneer
ingredients and new packaging. We
Pittsfield, N.H.-based Ameriimproved everything.”
can Flatbread (www.american
According to Cruz, gluten-free
flatbreadproducts.com) is getappeals not just to consumers who
ting in on the gluten-free trend
suffer from celiac disease or gluten
as well, rolling out Pesto &
sensitivities but also to those who
Cheese and Cheese Trio (with
prefer food made with more care or
organic tomato sauce) varieBetter-for-you pizza pioneer American
by hand in small batches. That belief
ties, reports president Brad
Flatbread adds a Fresh Basil Pesto & Feta
is confirmed by a recent study of
Sterl. Like the traditional line,
variety and a pair of gluten-free options
pizza buying behavior commissioned the gluten-free newcomers are
to its hand-crafted, clean-label lineup.
by Austin-based Smart Flour Foods
hand-crafted in a wood-fired
(www.smartflour
foods.com).
According to vp
Sales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass merchants, military commissaries and select club and dollar
of marketing Sameer
stores combined for the 12 weeks ended May 17, 2015, according to IRI (@IRIworldwide), a ChicagoShah, 30% of all rebased market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago. Only manufacturers
spondents — and an
with at least $1 million in sales are listed.
even higher percentCATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
age of Millennials
FZ
PIZZA
$1,019,509,120
3.0
294,112,000
(5.1)
309,529,024
(2.8)
— said gluten-free
FZ PIZZA
$1,014,010,112
3.0 292,511,808
(5.1) 307,706,624
(2.8)
is important when
Nestlé USA
$446,563,808
0.3
99,559,776
(5.3)
125,485,184
(5.7)
choosing a frozen
Schwan’
s
$198,491,904
0.6
51,653,232
(5.9)
64,223,920
(3.2)
pizza. “But simply
Private Label
$107,915,952
7.9
33,275,952
2.4
37,317,856
5.1
offering a glutenGeneral Mills
$84,926,832
(4.2)
59,297,400
(14.4)
41,216,764
(10.4)
free alternative isn’t
Palermo Villa
$22,109,374
42.7
4,162,072
12.4
4,794,425
30.1
enough anymore,” he
Bernatello’s Pizza
$20,772,150
36.5
4,790,320
12.3
5,299,494
24.4
says. “The gluten-free
Home Run Inn
$15,659,469
20.9
2,722,590
16.9
3,901,176
24.7
consumer is demandNewman’s Own
$14,163,946
10.2
2,500,799
15.1
2,121,089
13.5
ing better taste and
Pinnacle Foods Group
$13,746,666
0.4
13,464,839
0.2
4,506,037
0.7
texture and better
Amy’s Kitchen
$13,425,252
(0.8)
2,099,718
(4.7)
1,565,232
(1.6)
nutrition.” First introFZ PIZZA CRUSTS/DOUGH $4,616,355
(4.6)
1,456,566
(13.4)
1,597,428
(14.2)
duced in 2013, Smart
Boulder Brands
$1,280,923
2.2
240,741
(5.1)
120,371
(5.1)
Flour pizzas feature a
Private Label
$1,131,242
(15.8)
388,533
(19.8)
502,550
(18.0)
nutrient-rich ancient
FZ PIZZA KITS/TOPPINGS
$882,566
38.2
143,640
56.5
224,935
56.9
grain crust, and
RFG PIZZA
$97,610,176
0.6
20,117,236
(2.0)
32,412,212
(1.8)
they’re free of preRFG PIZZA/PIZZA KITS
$79,053,264
1.3
11,933,232
(1.1)
24,803,030
(1.2)
servatives, hormones,
Private Label
$64,478,304
3.0
8,904,672
3.5
20,363,458
1.7
antibiotics and addiPlaza Belmont
$6,374,323
(9.7)
1,707,821
(17.9)
2,385,875
(18.0)
tives like high frucUno Foods
$2,059,476
(11.6)
337,576
(1.5)
481,685
(14.0)
tose corn syrup and
Greencore Group
$1,050,250
15.9
119,427
11.2
306,032
11.2
artificial sweeteners.
Champion Foods
$1,032,935
(0.4)
166,160
(3.6)
292,344
2.5
New additions to the
Nardone Bros. Baking Co.
$1,007,916
(2.4)
181,154
(1.8)
350,829
(1.1)
line include Chicken
RFG PIZZA CRUST/DOUGH $18,556,918
(2.1)
8,184,003
(3.3)
7,609,182
(3.8)
Sausage, Tuscan InGeneral Mills
$9,521,493
(2.5)
3,777,678
(1.7)
3,000,784
(1.5)
spired Uncured Two
Private Label
$5,995,894
(4.6)
2,777,023
(7.8)
2,911,185
(8.7)
Meat and Sundried
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oven and free of preservatives, artificial colors and
artificial flavors. “These gluten-free pizzas are what
consumers are asking for,” says Sterl. “They’ve got
fresh, clean ingredients, a high protein crust and

‘Simply offering a gluten-free
alternative isn’t enough anymore. The gluten-free consumer
is demanding better taste and
texture and better nutrition.’
amazing taste.” American Flatbread also added a
Fresh Basil Pesto & Feta flavor to its flagship pizza
lineup.
Given the phenomenal growth of the gluten-free
business, it’s no surprise that mainstream pizza
brands are looking for a cut. Nestlé just debuted
California Pizza Kitchen Gluten-Free CrispyThin
Crust Pizza in two flavors, Margherita and BBQ
Recipe Chicken, while Schwan’s expanded its
Gluten-Free Freschetta collection with a pair of

*5” 4 pack

*15”

*12” 3 pack

Custom Pizza Manufacturing
Since 1967
over 350,000,000 pizzas made…
& still counting
Refrigerated
Now available nationwide, Palermo’s superpremium Screamin’ Sicilian lineup welcomes
three new flavors: Spicy Clucker, Friar Cluck and
Three Lil’ Piggies.

single-serve personal-size options.
Clackamas, Ore.-based S.A. Piazza (www.sapiazza.com) is also expanding into single-serves, where
manufacturers believe there’s opportunity for
additional growth. Offered under the Wild Mike’s
brand, the 5-inch deep-dish pizzas are available in
Four-Cheese and Pepperoni flavors. Each package
contains four individually wrapped pies. Q

t

Frozen

t

Service Deli

t

Private Label

For over 47 years S.A. Piazza has been producing
custom solutions for our clients. We manufacture a
full range of frozen and refrigerated pizza products
for your deli and private label programs—from
value, to NBE to premium tier. S.A. Piazza has the
experience and the creativity to help you maximize
the profits on your private label pizza and deli
programs. Please contact us today to learn more
about how we can exceed your goals.
6/*5&%45"5&4t$"/"%"t.&9*$0

$"--45&1)&/1*";;"**EJSFDUBU  
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SPOTLIGHT: ICE CREAM

ICE CREAM

Jacobson adds that Jolly Llama’s new Coconut Cream
Pops are designed to offer “the same level of richness as
traditional ice cream products,” making them more of a
healthy indulgence.
Another manufacturer jumping on the dairy-free trend
is Austin, Texas-based coconut milk ice cream manufacturer NadaMoo (www.nadamoo.com), which added a
Cookies & Crème variety in April. The new SKU contains
chocolate cookie crumbles from Better Bites Bakery,
But units and volume, not so much. That could change
another health-conscious company in Austin.
after a ton of new items land in the freezer.
While the company’s research indicates consumers
tend to gravitate to brands with more flavor variety,
BY DAN RAFTERY
“Cookies & Crème posed an inherent challenge
for a dairy-free product due to the whole crème
otal ice cream/
component. But I think we really nailed it,” said
sherbet dollar
Erin Echternach, NadaMoo flavor developer and
sales increased
pastry chef. Echternach also reformulated three of
0.5% during the 12
the company’s existing flavors based on consumer
weeks ended May 17
feedback: Java Crunch is now reminiscent of a
versus the same period
creamy cappuccino, sprinkled with rich chocolate
a year ago, according
chips; Creamy Coconut has a more robust, toasted
to the Chicago-based
coconut flavor; and Vanilla…Ahh is more akin
market research firm
to traditional homemade vanilla ice cream. The
IRI (@IRIworldwide).
company also simplified its packaging and added
However, unit sales
hand-drawn illustrations.
declined 1.7% and volJolly Llama’s new Coconut Cream
Suppliers outside the dairy-free segment are also
ume dropped 3.6%.
Private label continues Pops tap into growing demand for launching a wide range of new SKUs. Tapping the
popularity of frozen custard in the Midwest, Oakto lead the all-important dairy-free, plant-based novelties.
land, Calif.-based Dreyer’s Ice Cream (www.dreyers.
ice cream subcategory,
com), a Nestlé brand,
notching a 2.7% dollar sales gain. But the biggest jump
rolled out a new line
was posted by Talenti, up 47.7%. Friendly’s and Ben &
earlier this year. “Frozen
Jerry’s also posted dollar sales increases in excess of 15%.
custard is traditionally
Frozen novelties fared slightly better than ice cream
viewed as a treat that
during the most recent 12 weeks, registering a 2.6% infamilies would leave their
crease in dollars sales, a 0.1% decline in units and a 0.8%
homes to enjoy,” says
increase in volume.
In the dominant frozen novelties subcategory, category Jason Merideth, brand
manager, Dreyer’s Ice
leader Nestlé/Dreyer’s notched very strong gains, showCream. So it’s no surprise
ing a 6.8% increase in dollar sales, 3.0% increase in units
that the new line includes
and 2.9% increase in volume. Double-digit dollar sales
increases were posted by Ice Cream Specialties, up 14.9%, classic flavors and mixins popular at frozen
and Ziegenfelder, up 11.7%.
Mars adds 90-calorie
custard stands, including Orange Starburst Sorbet Bars
THE SCOOP ON DAIRY-FREE
Old Fashioned Vanilla,
to its candy-inspired novelties
Chocolate Malt, Mint
Although it’s still fairly small, “Dairy-free is the fastestlineup.
Cookies N’ Cream, Peagrowing segment in the frozen desserts category,” says
nut Butter Pie, Salted Caramel Pretzel and Snickerdoodle.
Scot Jacobson, owner and founder of the Jolly Llama Co.
(www.thejollyllama.com), Park City, Utah. “We’ve seen
research that shows 43% of consumers buying in this cat- GELATO TRENDING
Like custard, gelato is also trending. But Italian company
egory say they prefer dairy-free. Some schools of thought
Divino (www.lovedivino.com), with U.S. offices in New
expect this segment to grow three to five times over the
York, N.Y., says its new line is different from the high-fat,
next two to three years.”
dairy-based offerings consumers often associate with
“Plant-based saturated fats are viewed more positively
the dessert. “Our gelato blends the pulp of fresh fruit
by health-minded consumers than saturated fats from
hand-picked near the Divino factory on the Amalfi coast
animals,” explains Dennis Hogan, vp of sales. “They’re an
with volcanic waters from neighboring Mount Vesuvius,
attractive alternative for consumers who are focused on
sweetens it with natural sugar and lemon juice, then
healthy ingredients, yet still want to indulge a bit.”

DOLLARS UP
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PRODUCT BENEFITS
1 #1 selling Italian Ice brand,
top 15 category brand*
1 Comprehensive national trade and
consumer support
1 Fat free, premium water-based novelty.

GLUTEN
FREE

PEANUT
FREE

NO HFCS

1 Indulgent treat, without the guilt.
1 Greater product quality & taste
vs. competition
1 Popular flavor for the entire family.
1 Soft, creamy texture.

CHECK OUT OUR NEW LUIGI'S WEBSITE
WWW.LUIGIS.COM
800-486-9533

*IRI latest 52 wk data ending May 17, 2015; Total US Mulit Outlet

SPOTLIGHT: ICE CREAM
fills it into two halves of a fruit shell,” says Reed Cataldo,
with interesting ice cream flavors and partnerships put
founder. “Consumers love the taste of a decadent frozen
Clover’s best dairy foot forward.”
Available varieties include Straight Up Vanilla,
treat, without adding fat and calories to their diet.”
Available flavors include Amalfi Lemon, Roman Kiwi,
Chocolate Nirvana (with fair-trade chocolate from
Ciaculli Tangerine, Apulian Peach and Black Diamond
Ecuadorian cocoa), Mint to Be, Hoppy Hour (with Bear
Plum. Sold singly (with a serving tray and spoon), each
Republic Brewing’s artisan Racer 5 IPA), Cowlifornia
dessert contains about 100 calories, and all five varieties Sweet Cream, French Press, Eat Your Milk & Cookies,
are fat-free, certified gluten-free and Non GMO Project
Strawberry Shindig, Creamy PB&C, Pistachio Perfecto,
verified. They retail
for $3.99 to $4.49
apiece.
Another gelato
these consumers, attributes
category player, UniBY ADRIENNE NADEAU
like “real fruit” or “handlever-owned Breyers
n
the
ice
cream
category,
crafted” that suggest high
(www.breyers.com),
everything
old
is
new
quality can be very impactful.
Englewood Cliffs,
again
as
chefs
across
But consumers still want to
N.J., is expanding
segments
incorporate
classic
indulge a little. In fact, geits Gelato Indulchildhood
flavors
into
new
lato’s popularity is attributed
gences lineup with
desserts.
For
example,
Carvel
to its blend of low fat and
four new flavors,
is
partnering
with
Reese’s
high indulgence. Not surprisincluding ChocoPeanut
Butter
in
sundaes
ingly, a significant proportion
late Caramel, Mint
and
shakes,
blending
peanut
of consumers note an interest
Chocolate, StrawAdrienne Nadeau
butter
and
chocolate
with
ice
in rich, decadent ice cream
berry Truffle and
cream
in
several
new
offerings.
And
Carl’s
and
gelato
flavors,
with a majority finding
Cappuccino. The
Jr.
has
made
the
Ding
Dong
even
more
fudge,
caramel,
dark
chocolate, cheesecake
company also added
indulgent
by
turning
the
iconic
chocolate
and
cookie
dough
flavors
appealing. But it’s
three varieties to its
cake
into
an
ice
cream
sandwich.
But
ice
hard
to
choose
just
one,
leading
to growing
regular Breyers ice
cream
isn’t
the
only
cool
indulgence
on
the
demand
for
sampling.
cream/frozen dairy
menu. Operators are creating new flavors
While “flights” were once limited to
dessert collection:
for smoothies and specialty coffee beverwine, dessert flights that include several
Chocolate Trufages, producing
small portions, are
fle, Salted Caramel
new alternatives
increasingly
and Hershey’s Mini
to traditional
popular at restauKisses Caramel.
Nearly three-fourths of consumers who
desserts. In fact,
rants. For example,
Clover Storpurchase desserts report that they buy ice
Starbucks has
Portland-based Salt
netta Farms (www.
rolled out a new
and Straw allows
cream at least occasionally.
cloverpetaluma.
dessert-inspired
customers to select
Q
com), Petaluma,
series of Frappucfour flavors for a
Ice cream is the second-most menued
Calif., also launched
cinos, featurfixed price.
dessert at full-service restaurants,
a new line recently.
ing flavors like
But ice cream
representing 27% of total FSR dessert
Each premium
Cinnamon Roll,
isn’t just for dessert.
offerings.
quart is made with
Cupcake and Red
Extra Fancy, a New
Q
organic milk from
Velvet. ConsumYork City restauhumane-certified
Chicago’s Boiler Room offers Jameson Irish
ers have proven
rant, has added a
Clover cows living
Whiskey-flavored soft serve ice cream.
that they’re
scoop of ice cream
on family-owned
willing to drink
to its stout beer for
dairy farms. Other
their calories by
a delicious afteringredients come
indulging in these kinds of outrageous bevhours treat. And several restaurants are
from the nearby
erages, but it creates even more competition offering floats featuring a scoop of ice cream
community. “Craft
for share of stomach.
in a mug of spiked root beer. In addition,
ice cream is boomIn the midst of such fierce competition, ice some chefs are flavoring ice cream with
ing,” says Marcus
cream shops are finding new ways to stand
alcohol flavors. Q
Benedetti, president
out. Many operators are capitalizing on the
and CEO. “The
“better for you” trend by creating superAdrienne Nadeau is a consultant with
[organic] farming
premium products. While some consumers
Technomic, Inc. (www.technomic.com), the
principles behind
count calories, many are happy to splurge on Chicago-based consulting and research firm
our milk coupled
products made with natural ingredients. For
serving the food industry.

WE ALL SCREAM FOR ICE CREAM

I
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SPOTLIGHT: ICE CREAM
Petaluma Pothole and Tempt Me Toffee.
Nancy Hytone Leb, chief strategy officer at Pasadena,
Calif.-based Choctal (www.choctal.com), which offers
eight “single-bean” flavors, says “Ingredients are important to the premium ice cream buyer. Consumers are
looking for high quality products with ‘clean labels.’ And
portion control for a decadent treat like super-premium
ice cream is a home run.”
Although it also offers pints, Choctal’s new singleserve 4-ounce cups are popular for ice cream tastings,
says Hytone Leb. She adds, “We are in the very early
stages of developing a multi-pack for our 4-ounce cups,
so we will be able to offer a ‘Chocolate’ flight and a ‘Vanilla’ flight.”

Bars to its candyinspired lineup.
“Consumers are
looking for ‘betterfor-you’ snacking
solutions,” says
marketing director
Flip Block. “At only
90 calories, Starburst Sorbet Bars
give them a greattasting, yet permisItalian import Divino offers
sible treat.” Like the
single-serve gelato-filled fruits.
original strawberry
variety, the new flavor delivers “light, refreshing taste” in a
NOVELTIES CATEGORY EXPLODES
2.6-ounce bar on a stick.
Not to be outdone by ice cream, new item launches in fro“We continue to study category management, buildzen novelties promise to take summer’s favorite treat in new ing on our 2010 Mars Ice Cream Assortment Study,”
directions. For example, Mars Ice Cream (www.mars.com),
adds Block. “Updated research shows that retailers who
Hackettstown, N.J., recently added Starburst Orange Sorbet carry the best products from a variety of manufacturers
have higher sales than
retailers who only carry
products from a single
manufacturer.”
Sales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass market retailers, military commissaries and select club and
Unilever is also
dollar stores combined for the 12 weeks ended May 17, 2015, according to IRI (@iriworldwide), a
expanding its novelChicago-based market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago.
ties portfolio, adding
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
16 SKUs across four
TOTAL ICE CRM/SHERBET $1,337,606,528.00
0.5 359,327,648
(1.7) 1,029,962,752
(3.6)
different brands. To its
ICE CREAM
$1,170,440,192.00
2.0
310,232,416
(0.1) 908,980,736
(2.4)
Good Humor lineup,
Private Label
$254,306,160.00
2.7
78,754,632
2.6
286,240,384
(0.5)
now in packaging that
Nestle/Dreyer’s
$216,437,856.00
3.0
53,087,564
(0.8)
114,091,600
(2.4)
showcases the iconic
Good Humor/Breyers
$123,867,712.00
8.4
32,902,954
3.0
93,208,064
1.7
Good Humor truck, the
Ben & Jerry’s
$109,356,032.00
15.3
27,451,904
9.1
27,539,868
9.0
company added a Girl
Wells’ Enterprises
$80,058,448.00
(1.6)
17,848,860
(5.8)
89,049,744
(1.9)
Scouts Thin Mints variBlue Bell Creameries
$76,572,216.00 (40.8)
17,530,654
(43.3)
50,837,220
(42.4)
ety. And to its Klondike
Talenti
$51,322,656.00
47.7
11,861,146
48.2
12,350,996
50.3
collection, it added a
Turkey Hill
$47,623,716.00
4.5
15,314,732
0.8
45,565,932
1.9
Cookie Dough Swirl
Friendly’s
$32,479,572.00
15.8
12,000,601
20.9
36,086,716
21.2
flavor. The company
Dean Foods
$23,722,658.00
3.0
5,341,134
1.7
27,527,472
(1.3)
also added Mint Fudge
FZ YOGURT/TOFU
$68,866,976.00 (10.7)
18,482,644
(11.4)
41,983,192
(9.7)
Cookie Bars to the
ICE MLK/FZ DAIRY DESSERT $52,937,328.00
(10.1)
15,548,437
(14.2)
44,711,048
(15.8)
Klondike Kandy range.
SHERBET/SORBET/ICES
$45,362,096.00
(3.8)
15,064,158
(6.1)
34,287,808
(7.0)
In addition, Unilever
TOTAL FZ NOVELTIES $925,486,592.00
2.6 270,479,232
(0.1)
415,143,456
0.8
expanded its Magnum
FZ NOVELTIES
$840,012,288.00
2.4 250,663,328
(0.5) 338,014,784
(0.4)
Doubles offerings with
Nestlé/Dreyer’s
$232,466,080.00
6.8
63,897,396
3.0
64,476,800
2.9
Double Peanut ButGood Humor/Breyers
$164,172,384.00
2.0
50,730,712
(0.3)
72,759,720
1.4
ter and Mini Double
Private Label
$106,179,152.00
3.3
34,224,488
(2.4)
68,708,432
(0.3)
Chocolate varieties.
Wells’ Enterprises
$84,937,664.00
(7.1)
20,782,494
(12.0)
29,095,780
(7.8)
And it debuted three
Mars
$36,914,712.00
6.7
10,741,696
6.9
7,790,157
6.7
sub-brands under its
Unilever/Bestfoods
$25,935,162.00
9.4
6,343,545
0.1
4,050,582
2.4
Popsicle label. Q
Blue Bell Creameries
$23,066,142.00
(33.8)
5,967,327
(34.2)
11,286,923
(34.4)
J & J Snack Foods
$15,116,782.00
1.4
4,417,538
(2.1)
9,353,720
(2.6)
Dan Raftery is president
Ziegenfelder Co.
$13,787,420.00
11.7
6,387,500
10.6
15,426,845
10.5
of Raftery Resource NetIce Cream Specialties
$13,339,616.00
14.9
3,612,112
8.7
6,824,007
6.3
work and a trumpet hobFZ ICE CRM/ICE MLK DSSRTS $51,020,232.00
3.1
3,029,514
(0.1)
9,668,141
1.7
byist. He can be reached
ICE POP NOVELTIES
$34,454,080.00
9.1
16,786,358
7.1
67,460,488
7.2
at Dan@RafteryNet.
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SPOTLIGHT: YOGURT

NEW GROWTH

FOR YOGURT

The category continues to soar with innovative new
items. There’s also potential for new snack positioning
with dedicated space outside the traditional shelf set.

ries, there could be opportunities to create a new space
that helps consumers find snack options more easily in
and outside of traditional yogurt boundaries. In addition,
clearer segmentation around need-states or consumer
jobs that makes it easier for people to shop the category
could be beneficial.”

CONSUMERS NEED HELP

Hargus adds that growth of fresh foods along the perimeter could have a halo effect on yogurt, which is already
BY WARREN THAYER
perceived by consumers as healthy. Retailers can capitalize on this by helping consumers
understand yogurt’s benefits,
ogurt has a big opportunity to be better
simplicity and versatility.
positioned as a snack for shoppers versus a
“Yogurt has a very high
breakfast option or sweet treat as it is mainly
category penetration
seen today,” says Joanna Hargus, Yoplait marketing mangiven that its different
ager, General Mills (www.genmills.com), Minneapolis.
segments offer a lot of
The burgeoning category continues to grow in dollars,
variety for different life
units and volume, helped along by significant better-forstages and tastes. This
you introductions as well as some interesting grain mixis why we believe that
ins and innovative flavors.
all segments are imDESTINATION CATEGORY
portant for category
growth and there is
With its continued strength for the breakfast occasion,
still a lot of upside
yogurt has clearly become a destination category, notes
Peanut Butter Dream is a new
when it comes to
Ken Voelker, director of marketing at Upstate Farms
Chobani ‘flip’ Greek yogurt,
buy-rate,” Hargus
Cooperative (www.upstatefarmsfs.com), Buffalo, N.Y.
featuring vanilla low-fat yogurt
says.
Like Hargus, he is also bullish on the category’s potential
with honey roasted salted
Voelker notes
spread to new meal occasions.
peanuts, peanut butter clusters
that his company
“What’s interesting is that for most products, innovaand milk chocolate.
has seen rapid
tion has traditionally come from white tablecloth and
growth coming from Greek yogurts under both the Upquick-service restaurants, but in yogurt, the reverse has
state Farms label and corporate brands for top retailers.
happened. Everything got started at retail, and now it’s
The firm packs sizes ranging from 5 pounds
spreading to fooddown to 2 pounds and 8, 5.3 and 4 ounces,
service.”
including multipacks.
Hargus believes
While blueberry, strawberry, vanilla and
yogurt is ready for
plain remain the mainstays, “We continue to
another growth
innovate as the category segments further,” he
spurt. “Given the
says, noting that the company offers organic
satiety trend that
Greek yogurt with fruit on the bottom. He
is driving snack)During the 12 weeks ended May
sees trends toward flavor fusions involving
ing and the high
17, yogurt dollars rose 2.5% to $1.82
fruits and vegetables, and mix-ins with grains.
protein in yogurt,
billion, according to IRI, the ChicagoDespite space problems on the shelf, there
we see opportubased market research firm (www.
is no lack of new items being launched this
nities to crossiriworldwide.com). Units and volume
year from a variety of vendors. This month,
merchandise with
rose by 0.4% and 0.9%, respectively.
Chobani will hit the shelves with items in
other center-store
(The figures are for supermarkets,
the following new product varieties: Core —
snacking items
Mixed Berry and Coffee; Oats — Peach and
that better posidrugstores, mass market retailers,
Raisin Brown Sugar; Simply 100 — Mango
tion yogurt as a
military commissaries and select club
Passion, Key Lime 4-pack, Blueberry and
snack in new occaand dollar stores.)
Black Cherry 8-pack; Flip — Peanut Butter
sions,” she notes.
:)IRI notes that the average
Dream, Coffee Break Blass, Strawberry Sum“As retailers think
number of SKUs per store is 278, up
mer Crips (Seasonal); Indulgent — Cherry &
about this trend of
from 272 a year ago.
Dark Chocolate; Kids — Mixed Berry Tubes;
snacking in fresh,
Limited Batch — Plum, and Watermelon.
perimeter catego-

“Y

YOGURT
BY THE NUMBERS
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Enjoy Chobani
All Day
MORE DELICIOUS CHOICES THAN EVER TO KEEP YOUR DAY FUELED
WITH ONLY NATURAL AND NON-GMO INGREDIENTS.

MORNING

CHOBANI ® OATS
With 10g whole grains and 10g protein.

CHOBANI SIMPLY 100 ®
Always delicious. Never artificially sweetened.

AFTERNOON

CHOBANI FLIP™
The break you make.™

CHOBANI KIDS™ TUBES AND POUCHES
Perfect for your little ones.

CHOBANI ® GREEK YOGURT
Real fruit. Real flavor.

EVENING
©2015 CHOBANI, LLC

CHOBANI INDULGENT ™
A decadent dessert.

CHOBANI ® NON-FAT PLAIN GREEK YOGURT 32 OZ
For your favorite recipes.

SPOTLIGHT: YOGURT

According to a company spokesperson, “We’ve been
working hard to introduce new varieties from morning
to evening — Ancient Grains Oats for Breakfast, Limited Batch Coffee, Mixed Berry and Watermelon for that
late morning snack, Chobani Flip for the mid-afternoon
break, Simply 100 for the perfect pre-workout fuel, Chobani Indulgent for that after dinner treat, and, of course
Chobani Kids and Tots
for the next generation of
Greek yogurt lovers.”
Michael Neuwirth,
senior director of public
relations at White Plains,
N.Y.-based Dannon (www.
dannon.com), notes that
more linear footage for
yogurt can be found by
reallocating space from underperforming categories,
“while at the same time we need to make sure with our
retail partners that underperforming items in the yogurt
category are swapped out when any promising new items
are introduced.”
Voelker points out that growth in the yogurt category
also comes from smaller vendors, including regional and
local brands. “Local is increasingly important with consumers, who want to know where their food comes from,”
he says.

IRI notes that the
average number
of SKUs per store
is 278, up from
272 a year ago.

NEW &
NOTEWORTHY
Y

Earlier this
year, General Mills
launched Greek 100
Whips!, bringing a new
whipped texture to the
Greek segment. And this
summer, it is launching
Plenti, a new hearty Greek
yogurt pre-mixed with fruit,
whole grain oats, flax seeds & pumpkin seeds. “Plenti,
like Whips!, brings a unique texture to the category that
provides more satisfaction
from these wholesome
ingredients. Plenti also focuses on adding more good
stuff like protein and less
sugar,” Hargus says.

YUpstate Farms offers a
variety of Greek and traditional
yogurt in sizes ranging from bulk
tubs to single-serve. For its corporate brand partners,
it recently added organic Greek yogurt in vanilla, plain,
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black cherry and blueberry
flavors. All the cooperative’s products are made
with organic milk from
360 family-owned farms in
upstate New York. Koshercertified and all-natural, the
yogurt is made with milk from
cows never treated with rBST.
No artificial colors, flavors or highfructose corn syrup are used.

YIn March, Broomfield, Colo.-based WhiteWave
Foods (www.whitewave.com) introduced Yulu, a “Double
Smoothed” Australian-style yogurt brand. The full-fat
yogurt is made with fruit and double-blended to create
a creamy, smooth taste. Each 5.3-ounce cup has 10-11
grams of protein, live and active cultures and no artificial
colors, flavors or preservatives. Flavors include Blueberry,
Honey, Raspberry, Strawberry and Vanilla Bean.
YNew to Siggi’s Dairy (www.siggisdairy.com), New
York, N.Y., are four varieties of Icelandic style strained
whole milk
yogurt,
with 4%
milkfat for
a richer
mouthfeel.
Flavors are
Plain, Vanilla, Strawberry & Rhubarb and Mixed Berries. Each 4.4-ounce cup has 8 grams of sugar and 10-11
grams of protein and live active cultures. Made with
simple ingredients, they are low in carbs and come 12
to the case. They debuted in Whole Foods, and will see
a wider launch this summer.
YThe Hain Celestial Group, Lake Success, N.Y.,
launched Coconut Dream (www.tastethedream.com)
non-dairy, coconut-based yogurt
in January. It comes in five
flavors: Plain, Vanilla, Strawberry, Blueberry and Raspberry. High in calcium and low
in sodium, the vegan yogurt
has live and active cultures
and is free of GMO ingredients, gluten, lactose and soy.
The six-ounce cups come 12 to
the case, and carry a suggested
retail of $1.59-$1.99.
YFacci Food Company (www.yoatz.com), Walnut

Creek, Calif., has introduced Yoatz — organic Greek
yogurt blended with organic gluten-free steel cut oats.
The ready-to-eat 5.3-ounce cups, packed nine to the

case, come in Original,
Strawberry Chia, Apple
Cinnamon, Blueberry
Flax, Banana Cinnamon
and Peach. Each serving
has 5 grams of sugar,
10 grams of protein, 5
grams of fiber and 3-4
grams of total fat. Suggested retail is $2.29.

YMiami-based Powerful Yogurt (www.powerful.yt)
has debuted Powerful Yogurt Plus, all-natural Greek
yogurt with premium whole grains. Available in 8-ounce
cups packed 8 to the case, varieties are Tropical Fruit
and Oats, Lemon and Chia
and Coconut and Quinoa.
They are kosher, low-fat and
gluten-free, with 21 grams
of protein. Suggested retail is
$1.89-$2.29.
YDannon’s new Evolution
Fresh, Inspired by Dannon fruiton-the-bottom products, will have
great appeal to shoppers wanting

simple ingredients and
transparency in the
foods they eat, according to the company. The
new items have no more
than nine ingredients
and come in transparent cups to show what’s
inside. These new fruiton-the-bottom Greek
non-fat yogurts have no added flavors, artificial sweeteners or preservatives. Available in blueberry, black cherry,
raspberry blackberry and pineapple passion fruit, they
carry a suggested retail of $1.69.
One promising new item launched by Dannon in January is Oikos Triple Zero, a lower-calorie Greek version
with no added sugar,
artificial sweeteners
or fat. “We are seeing strong growth
in the light segment of
Greek, which is largely
driven by our own Light
& Fit Greek as well as
Oikos Triple Zero,”
Neuwirth says. Q

LOGISTICS

CHEP has worked with major retailers
to cut empty trailer miles and reduce
damage at DCs via unit load optimization.

CHEP LAUNCHES

‘SOLUTIONS
PORTFOLIO’
New value-added services focus on
supply chain optimization; savings
already being reported.

A

tlanta-based CHEP (www.
chep.com) has launched “The
Solutions Portfolio,” a series
of high value-added services to help
companies optimize their supply
chains and support corporate social
responsibility programs.
The services address challenges
facing the extended supply chain of
the retail industry, such as product
damage, failed unit loads, empty
trailer miles and more.
For example, one major retailer
recently collaborated closely with
CHEP to apply the new transportation solution. It is projected to fill almost one million empty trailer miles
in 2015, generating $2.5 million in
incremental revenue. Similarly, three
major grocery retailers each saved
about $300,000 using the unit load
optimization solution to reduce damage at their distribution centers.
“Each of our new solutions identifies efficiencies, eliminates waste and
can dramatically improve the performance of our customers’ supply
chains,” says Kim Rumph, president
of CHEP North America. “They were
developed by CHEP’s innovative and
highly experienced engineers and
logistics professionals to help part-
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ners move product from the farm or
processing facility to the store shelf
faster and more efficiently.”
Due to its unique position across
the entire supply chain, CHEP has
captured its learnings and formalized
its expertise into solutions encompassing enterprise logistics, supply
chain platforms, transportation,
international trade, manufacturing,
warehousing, harvesting, processing,
distribution and store fulfillment, in
addition to sustainability and supplier diversity, according to Rumph.
“The exceptional results being reported across the supply chain have
shown that the solutions and experience developed over the last quarter
century by CHEP deliver quick and
tangible value to our customers,” she
explains. Q

GLOBAL COLD
CHAIN EXPO
SET FOR JUNE ‘16

T

he Global Cold Chain Alliance
(GCCA) and United Fresh
Produce Association (United
Fresh) will hold the inaugural Global
Cold Chain Expo next June at
McCormick Place in Chicago.
The Global Cold Chain Expo will
feature 25,000 square feet of show
space with hundreds of exhibitors
from every sector of the cold chain,
including material handling, warehousing, construction, supply chain/
logistics solutions and transportation providers.
Corey Rosenbusch, president &

CEO for GCCA and Tom
Stenzel, president & CEO
for United Fresh, expect the
event to draw more than
15,000 key decision makers from retail, foodservice,
processing, production,
distribution, logistics and
transportation.
The expo will be co-located
with FMI Connect, the International Floriculture ExpO,
and United Fresh. Attendees
will represent frozen, refrigerated, ambient and fresh operations.
“Increasingly, the fresh produce
industry is being challenged to compete with locally grown, short-haul
fruits and vegetables that are picked
closer to ripeness,” said Stenzel. “We
believe the
only way we
can enhance
quality control
in our supply chain is a
deep dive into
the cold chain
and technologies that bring
our growers,
packers and
wholesalers
closer to the
‘The pallet-in, palletconsumer.”
out storage business
For industry of yesterday has
suppliers, the
transformed into a total
Global Cold
logistics solution.’ —
Chain Expo
Rosenbusch
provides a
competitive advantage by building
brand awareness, expanding audience penetration to all global buyers
of temperature-controlled transportation and facilities, and connecting
suppliers to key decision makers, said
Rosenbusch.
“The cold chain industry has
evolved — the pallet-in, pallet-out
storage business of yesterday has
transformed into a total logistics
solution,” he added. “Today’s customers place a higher value and
priority on total cold chain solutions, no matter which industry and
anywhere in the world. Q

LOGISTICS

VIRTUAL MODELS

SAVE REAL $$

Using 3D images and models before building starts can
pay off in many ways. Just ask USCS.
BY CHRISTINE BLANK

S

ome progressive warehouse companies are using
Building Information Modeling (BIM), which generates 3D images and models of each component
and structure of a project before it is built. This allows
builders to spot problems and make changes before
construction begins.

LESS TIME IN FIELD
BIM was the primary tool used by Primus Builders (www.
primusbuilders.com), Woodstock, Ga., to significantly
reduce costs and headaches
before it began construction on United States Cold
Storage’s (www.uscold.com)
300,000-square-foot plant in
Covington, Tenn., last year.
“Now we have the technology to physically assemble them
(facilities) before construction
begins,” said Matthew Hirsch,
president of Primus Builders,
during a presentation at the recent IARW-WFLO Convention
Primus Builders’
& Expo in Orlando. Using BIM
Matthew Hirsch exhas eliminated conflicts and
plains how computerchange orders among waregenerated modeling
houses and contractors and has
can speed construcshortened construction time
tion and cut costs.
on many projects, Hirsch said.
“You reduce time in the field and re-working the scheduling after change orders,” he added.
For example, the USCS facility was finished in 11
months versus the 12 months the project would normally
take. “Unilever (which leases the facility from USCS) was
in the process of consolidating its distribution systems, so
it was imperative that the Covington facility be brought
online by January 5, 2015, to accommodate these updates,” Hirsch said.
Here’s how the virtual modeling technology works,
according to Hirsch: “It is more than a pretty picture. It is
virtual design, with intelligent, 3D drawings. The whole
process starts with combining these models and putting
them together, and becomes an essential database for the
project.”
When builders spot problems in the BIM models, they
can work with warehouse firm owners on making the
changes virtually, before construction begins, Hirsch explained. “Clashes are resolved before construction.”
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For example, the electrical subcontractor working
on the USCS facility produced 3D models of the underground conduits “in the most complex areas and areas
with confined work space,” Hirsch said.
The designs were coordinated with foundations and
other underground utilities prior to work beginning
in the field. As a result, there was no confusion during
installation, which meant virtually no lost time. It was
one of the only projects where we didn’t have to move any
conduits,” Hirsh said, adding that there was less waste
since materials were ordered based on the model layout.

LESS WASTE
Installation of the facility’s refrigeration systems also
benefited from implementing BIM. “It allowed the team to
pre-fabricate the equipment off-site, which reduced material waste and field re-work. The time from installation to
having refrigeration up and running was only 14 weeks,
versus the 22 to 26 weeks (the systems normally take),”
Hirsch said. Q

LINEAGE EXPANDS
HPP OPERATIONS

L

ineage Logistics is installing additional high pressure processing (HPP) machines and packaging
equipment at its Allentown, Pa., and Mira Loma,
Calif., locations. The capacity expansion follows an
increase in consumer preference for clean labels and
demand from companies wanting to protect their brands,
preserve product condition and extend product shelf life.
In related news, Mark Morgan has been named to the
newly created position of vp, HPP operations, reporting
to Tim Smith, exec vp of sales and business development.
High pressure processing is a post-packaging, nonthermal pasteurization
method of killing potentially harmful pathogens,
such as Listeria, E. Coli, and
Salmonella using isostatic pressures of up to 87,000 psi.
The flavors and other characteristics of products remain
unaltered because HPP doesn’t use heat. Lineage expects
the new machines from Hiperbaric USA to go online in
Allentown by September and in Mira Loma by October.
“We’ve been successful with HPP because it’s a clean,
natural, environment-friendly process for packaged foods
that reduces the potential for spoilage and improves the
quality of the product. We currently have customers using
the solution for a variety of categories and expect demand
for HPP to grow during the next several years,” said Smith.
In his new role, Morgan oversees all aspects of Lineage’s HPP operations in Allentown and Mira Loma. He
has more than 25 years’ experience in manufacturing,
engineering and operations.
Lineage Logistics is a warehousing and logistics provider backed by Colton, Calif.-based Bay Grove. Q

GETTING PERSONAL

A TRADITION

OF SERVICE
Ahold’s Travis Hubbard and his
family have a long history of
military service.

I

f you look at the LinkedIn profile of
Travis Hubbard, you will see he is a
vp at Ahold USA. Over the years, he’s
also been well known for his leadership
positions in frozen, dairy and perishables
departments at Harris Teeter.
But if you scroll down further on
LinkedIn, you’ll learn about his ser-

MORE THAN 100
YEARS OF SERVICE
People in this photo of Travis’ family have
put in more than 100 years of military
service to the country. From l., Lt. Col. John
Larson, U.S. Army-Vietnam, father-in-law;
Chief Warrant Officer 2 Travis Hubbard,
U.S. Army, Operation Iraqi Freedom and
Operation Enduring Freedom; Tech Sgt.
Chris Bouker, U.S. Air Force, Operation
Noble Eagle, now serves in the White
House Communications Agency, brotherin-law; Petty Officer 2nd Class Michael
Emory, U.S. Navy, Operation Enduring
Freedom, now serves on CVN-69 (The
Mighty Ike), daughter’s fiancé; Specialist
Christian Hubbard, U.S. Army, serves in
440th NCARNG Band, daughter; Tech
Sgt. Steven Hubbard, U.S. Air Force,
Operation Northern Watch, Operation
Southern Watch, Operation Enduring
Freedom, Operation Iraqi Freedom,
Operation Noble Eagle, serves as F16
electrical and environmental craftsman,
brother; Col. William Hubbard, U.S. Air
Force, Vietnam War, Desert Storm, father.
Travis’ wife, Christy, also has a long family
military history. During World War II, her
grandfather served in the Army, and her
grandmother served in the Red Cross. Her
great-grandfather served in World War I.
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vice in both the Marine Corps and the Army. And you’ll find an endorsement from an officer who served with him during Operation Iraqi Freedom:
“Travis’s performance under the constant pressure of combat stress was
nothing less than superior. He was solely responsible for the planning, organizing, directing, controlling, and evaluation of food service functions for over
3,500 combat war fighters.”
Those who know Travis would expect nothing less. What’s more, he and his
family have a long tradition of military service to the country. We chatted.
Tell me about how you joined the military. My father was in the service,
and I saw it had been good for him. I had finished my first semester of college
in 1985 and told my dad I was joining the Marine Corps full-time. He suggested the Reserves. So I went back to school, did my 13-week boot camp between my freshman and sophomore years. I met three of my closest friends in
the Marine Corps. We refer to ourselves as “brothers from another mother.”
You studied supply in the Marine Corps, and Food Service in the NC Army
National Guard that was put to good use during your deployment during Operation Iraqi Freedom. What was it like there? I deployed in 2003
to Jordan, in the
desert about 100
kilometers from
the Iraqi border.
We were assigned
to support the 5th
Special Forces
Group.
It’s a different level of being
alive when you are
activated in a war
zone. It is a heartbeat faster than
everyday living. All your senses are always on, and you’re living in the moment,
not worried about the next day but hoping the next day is going to come.
What was the most memorable moment of your deployment? It was actually when we came back and landed in Bangor, Maine. There were so many
people to greet us there! I told them, “I think you’ve got the wrong plane.” But
they said they knew we were coming, and wanted to thank us. They handed
me a cell phone to call my family. We had five Vietnam vets in our unit, and
they recalled having a very different reception when they came back years
ago. Those guys made a circle and had some time together. It was one of those
quiet moments, and very moving.
You served in the Marine Corps Reserves until 1989, and served the N.C.
Army National Guard (NCARNG) from 1989-2004. Recently you got back
in the NCARNG. Why? I rejoined the NC Army National Guard last September. My daughter had joined about two years ago, and serves in the NCARNG
440th Band. She inspired me to get back in and continue my service. I was so
proud of her at her boot camp graduation ceremony at Fort Jackson, S.C.
I believe everyone should serve their community and country, whether it is
in the military, the Peace Corps or some other way. My son is going to Liberty
University, studying to be a minister. He’s fighting a spiritual war, and I’m
proud of him for that, too.
Getting into the Army at my age took some doing, but I’m happy. The values of the Army are loyalty, duty, respect, selfless service, honor, integrity and
personal courage (abbreviated LDRSHIP — we have an acronym for everything). Whether you are in the military or not, those values help you.
—Warren Thayer
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